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In this thesis we have investigated the large-momentum 
behavior of two. different physical processes in the context of 
perturbative quantum field theory. The first process involves 
a virtual photon probing the structure of the proton due to the 
stronginteractions~ The second process involves a real photon 
producing a neutral vector boson, the so-called "zon conjectured 
in certain theories of the weak interactions. In each case the 
well-known long-range electromagnetic interaction.'of the photon 
provides a somewhat controlled situation in which to study the 
short-range interactions. The structure of the proton can cer­
tainly not be accurately described in our simplified perturbative 
framework. Nevertheless, we are able to obtain some qualitative 
understanding df the rapid damping of the protonvs electromagnetic 
form factor. The ZO production can be accurately described, but 
the cross section is so strongly suppressed that the existence of 
othe Z is not likely to be established in this reaction. However, 
we again find some simple features which add to the qualitative 
understanding of photoproduction. The great successes of quantum 
electrodynamics have yet to be even approached in any study of the 
short-range interactions. The present thesis is to be viewed as 
part of the general accumulation of experience, prior to any true 
theory of the short-range interactions. 
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PART I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND TECHNIQUE 

2 
CHAPTER I ~ GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
No satisfactory theory for the short-range interactions of 
subatomic part ic les has yet b~en discovered. Such a theory is 
expected to satisfy the basic principles of relativity, quantum 
mechanics, un1tarity, e..nalyticity, and so .on. The only conceptual 
framework in which these can be forme-lly guaranteed is quantum 
field theory. Unfortune-tely, the only solutions which exist are 
perturbative, involving divergences which must be isolated along 
the way_ This approach is extremely successful in the case of 
quantum electrodynamics, where one has the advantages of macroscopic 
knowledge of the interaction, relatively sta.ble particles, and a 
small coupling constant. In applications to Short-range problems, 
however, theperturba.tive approach breaks down ei ther because the 
number of primitive divergences is not finite, as in the Fermi 
current-current interaction, or because the expansion parameter 
is large, as in the pion-nucleon interaction. 
A. Some Motivations for Studzing Field Theory 
In spite of the failure of perturbation theory to provide an 
exact solution, it has still played a useful role in· testing the 
consistency of our ideas with the general principles, suggesting 
general features of short-range interactions, and possible limita­
tions and extensions of various phenomenological modelse One may 
hope to get beyond perturbation theory by studying general categories 
of Feynman diagrams, attempting to extract their .analytic, algebraic, 
or asymptotic properties. At this stage the diagrams themselves are 
only used as a heuristic device, and referred to as a "scaffolding" 
eventually to be discarded or a "laboratory" for theoretical 
experiments. 
The Fermi current-current interaction is a good example of 
the asymptotic behaVior of some unknown and much more complicated 
theory. A typical Fermi ampli tude, i.n the case of electron capture 
for example, is independent of the momentum-transfer. This leads 
to total cross sections which violate unitarity above some charac­
3 
teristic center-of-ma,ss energy which turns out to be roughly 30OGeVo1 
The Fermi theory therefore describes "weak" interactions in the 
asymptotic limit of relatively "small" momenta, and correspondingly 
"large tt distances. The relevant,Feynman diagrams in this limit have 
the simple "tree" structure, with no loop integrals and all particles 
essentially on-shell. The tree graphs also playa special role in 
quantum electrodynamics, since any charged particle interaction 
involves the radiation of an arbitrary number of soft photons, and 
in faot such ideas ,have been extended to Pions.,2 
In this thesis we are interested in the oPposite limit, namely 
that of asymptotically large momenta. Here one is forced to study 
contributions from a large numberof'virtual particles in the attempt 
to extract features which may reflect the large momentum behavior of 
the true theory. At this point we describe someo~'1 the:general 
aspects of such studies and then summarize the contents of the I 
thesis More detailed comments on the particular problems of theo 
thesis are included in introductions to each of the two parts .. 
B. ASEects of ASl!ptotic Momenta 
If all the momenta of some n-point vertex function""P( n) are 
scaled by some parameter A, then when ).~ co one finds in pertu­
bat ion iheory that3 ' 
. \'l'\'\ ) 
where g is the coupling constant and J, K, and L depenw on the 
particular interaction. This result follows from a simple dimen­
." 
sional analysis of Feynman integrals, but the'general form also 
persists when some of ~he momenta are on-shell and th'e asymptotic 
parameter is some kinematic variable., The point we wish to 
2
emphasize is that higher powers of g typically introduce addition­
al powers of In(A). The question of convergence is therefore not 
determined by g 2 alone. 
One is often able to determine only the "leading logarithm" 
in a given order of perturbation theory., That is, ~ = L(k) in the 
4 
above expression o The result should be valid for sufficiently 
small coupling, and one may hope that the general form could be 
continued to larger values. However, in the case of overall 
scaling mentioned above, one can sum all the leading logarithms' 
(via renormalization group or Callan-Syma,nzik equations). ;,In ~ 
the results have the characteristic form 
. "l O(1'q 
, rl'Vl) -- ~ \ -0.. t .t-l't (~ ) ] ') 
which certainly become unphysical for larger values of g2 ln(A). 
On the other hand, the leading logarithms of a given category 
of Feynman diagrams sometimes lead to physically meaningful results. 
In the few such cases in which one can include all values of 
! L L( k) (i.e. 1.11 "non-leading logarithms ft ) one finds a result on 
the same order of A as the leading termse How the logarithms may 
conspire to cure the renormalization group results is indeed a 
mystery. We mention them here only to illustrate possible pitfalls 
of studying large momentum behavior in perturbationtheoryo 
C. QED as a Probe 
As mentioned above, the one highly successful perturbative 
field theory is quantum electrodynamics (QJD). It has passed all 
, 4 
the tests present technology has been able to provide, and it is 
especially well tested in the region of spacelike photon momenta. 
Therefore an extremely convenient laboratory for studying short­
range interactions is provided by the photon-exchange Feynman 
graphs of Fig.l. Since the photon couples universally through the 
charge, we can separate incident particles which interaot weakly 
among themselves with those which interact strongly. Since the 
photon behavior is well known, some knowledge of either vertex 
allows us to study the other. Of course the classic example is the 
study of nuclear structure by electrcin scattering, shown in Fig.2o 
Here the nuclear' vertex functions are completely determined by 
the initial and final electron energy and angle. On the other hand, 
an example in which one is interested in an unknown quantity at 
~he incident "weak" vertex is the Primakoff effect5 shown in Fig.3. 
5 
This is coherent photoproduction ofa C • +1 state X, like the -rP, 
and the differential cross section near the forward direction can 
be expressed in terms of the width for the decay X .....,.. 2'( It has6. 
also been suggested as a way to measure the "t'R" interaction and 
the total ~~ cross section: 
Do O~tline of the Thesis 
In the next section we describe the infinite-momentum technique 
for the study of asymptotic behavior of Feynman diagramso We try 
to indicate the spirit of the approach as it has developed in 
various applications Some comparison is also made with other0 
methods 0 A number of the equations are referred to in the next 
two parts of the thesis o 
Parts II and III constitute the essential body of this thesis o 
aPart II consists in"field theoretic study of the elastic contri­
bution to the form factor of Fig.2, in the limit of spacelike 
. 2 
momentum transfer -qmuch larger than the masses involvedo We 
are able to associate a simple power behavior with a certain 
infinite set of Feynman diagrams. The physical role of renormali­
zation .and the phYSical role of the nonleading logarithms is 
emphasized" 
Part III is a study of a photoproduction process similar to 
Fig.3, in which the state X is taken to be the neutral spin-l 
boson, the so-called "zon, conjectured in certain theories of 
the weak interactions. It generally has both C = +1 and C = -1, 
as do the well-known charged V-A currents, so we study both one 
and t~o-photon exchange o If the unknown coupling is not much 
bigger than the electric charge, then our quantitative results 
will be extremely small due to the large ZO mass. (However we 
have not yet made an exhaustive study of kinematics and decayso) 
We also sum over exchanged photons, obtaining a well-known form 
for the amplitude which may merit fUrther study in the context of 
photoproduction. 
Details needed 1n each of these studies are included 1n 
appendices at the end of each part. Finaliy, we give a general 
6 
summary and druscussion of results, and indicate possible extensions o 
7 
CHAPTER 2. THE INFINITE-MOMENTUM TECHNIQUE 
Matrix elements in perturbation theory involve integrals of 
the general form 
as given by Feynman's diagrammatic rules, where the ki are the 
independent loop momenta and the q are the momenta of the internal 
. . r 
lines of mass m. The usual procedure is to combine all denominator 
r 
fa.ctors by means of Fey-nmants identity 
\ 
} 
Bnd perform the k integrations to give integrals over functionsi 
which depend only on the external momenta and the Fey-nman parameters. 
Since the integration;: variables are then a.ll finite one can rigor ..... 
ously study the analytic and asymptotic behavior as functions of 
the external momenta. On the other hand, one would also like to 
achieve some feeling for thebeha.vior of the virtual particles, but 
the ~ parameters are not easily interpreted physically. It is of 
interest therefore to attempt to work directly with the internal 
momentum variables In general this is too complicated becauseo 
all the independent components can va.ry freely from minus to plus 
infinity. However, in the case of a very fast-moving particle, 
one expects that virtual momenta transverse and oPpo$i te to the 
direction of motion would.be somewhat limited. In the following 
section we briefly trace the historical motivation for this idea 
.,.
and introduce the momentum-space method employed in parts II and 
III of this thesis o 
Ao Field Theory in an·lnfinite-Momentum Frame 
The usefulness of infinite-momentum frames was first recognized 
. . 8 
in deriving covariant sum rules from current algebra. Taking the 
8 
matrix element of a current commutator between states of momentum 
....:,..
P and inserting a complete set of intermediate states, one obtains 
a result which varies with the mass of the intermediate state, m ,i 
through 
and is therefore not generally useful. However, as emphasized by 
Fubini and Furlan9, one actually has a whole family of sum rules, 
......,. ...>.> -»-"" 
one for each value of p. In particular, when Peq == 0 and IPI-. ao 
the sum rule depends only on the fixed value 
) 
~ 10
where ~ is transverse to the infinite momentum. Classic examples 
are the Adler-Weisberger relation, Adler's sum rule for neutrino­
proton scattering, and more generally the Dashen-Fubini-Gell-Mann 
sum rules. 
Moti v.Bted by the current algebra results, Weinberg studied I~time 
1l
or<lered"d1agrams of ~ field theory in the infinite-momentum limit. 
Parameterizing the momenta of the internal lines by 
he found that only forward-moving particles, With"\r positive, 
contribute. Processes like creation and annihilation from the
. 
vacuum are therefore suppressed. Furthermore, the non-vanishing 
contributions have properties intermediate between the covariant 
and "old-fashioned" time-ordered expressions. Only orderings of 
the vertices in which all ~r are positive contribute, and each 
intermediate state has an energy denominator of the form 
I Sir2. - '2.:::.; -\- It. ) 
where Sf (Si) is the total center-of-mass energy squared of the 
initial (intermediate) state, given ~y 
9 
Frye and Susskind emphasized the non-relativistic character 
of the transverse momentum Plane~12 An infinitesimal rotation of 
the transverse plane induces the change 
......l> ~ ....... 

'P~ 'f'+ Q. )
--\l.G. -= 0 ) 
or equivalently 
Lorentz invarience therefore implies Galilean invariance in the 
transverse plane. In fact if we think of '-r a.s a"transverse mass" 
then the s in Weinberg's denominator represent the transverse 
r thkinetic energy associated with the r particle. Bardakci. and 
Halpern used this analogy to oonstruct Schrodinger-like theories 
with inters.ction. 13 As they point out, reference to the limit 
of infinite momentum can be avoided by employing from the beginning 
the variables 
~ ,=' 20+ p~ -:::: ~\ 
'5 -= 'Po - Ii\ -:::: ? ­
-:::'Jo.
where the 3-axis is chosen along Po The operator corresponding to 
P plays the role of a hamiltonian, and the dynamics evolves in 
the conjugate variable 
The description of physical processes in terms of P± follows 
a suggestion made in another context by Dirac in 1949. 14 He 
classified different quantization schemes a.ccording to the types 
of transform~tions one wants to be relatively simple. In the 
usual scheme, transformations leaving the instant t = 0 invariant 
are relatively simple and the dynamics is contained in the components 
of the momentum and angular momentum operators Po and M
oi • Dirac 
10 
calls this the "instant form" and suggests two other natural schemes, 
the "point form" in which Mp..1 is simple a.nd the dynamics is in ~, 
and the "front form" in which transformations leaving an electro­
magnetic plane-wave front Xo+X3 = x+ .. 0 invariant are Simple and 
the dynamics is in P _ s.nd M-i. The latter scheme, quantization 
on a "light-front li , appears most natural for the study of large 
momentum behavior.. In the instant form Po becomes large with P3 , 
but the large and small components are separated in the front 
form Since P+ :III: 2P and P_ = m 2/2P " 3 3 
Chang and Ma applied the light-front variables to the ~3 
15. . r 
model and to QED. They demonstrated that the minus-component 
contour integrals in the covariant Feynman expressions reproduoe 
Weinberg's infinite-momentum rules, plus some corrections. In the 
QED case they explicitly reproduced the well-known second-order 
self-energy and magnetic moment expressions. 
Use of the plus-minus variables can be justified in the sense 
that quantization on the light front x+ = 0 can be consistently 
carried out. Furthermore, all explicit calculations and formal 
6,17arguments yield results identical to the usual theory.l The 
motivation for their use in this thesis is twofold: Firstly, 
they simplify the kinematics of asymptotic momenta. because large 
And small oomponents are separated. Secondly, and most important, 
the use of physical momentum variables facilitates the interpretation 
of results in terms of the underlying physioal mechanisms o In the 
following section we summarize the general properties of the light 
front variables. 
Bo Light-Front Variables 
In a particular problem one singles out the 3-axis in some 
convenient way. Any 4-vector a is then written in component form 
as 
-") )Q "::; (Q-\-) a ) C\._ ) (2" 1) 
where the plus and minus components are related to the usual ones 
by 
• 
11 
The notation a will always indicate a 2-vector transverse to the 
3-a.xis, so that 
-4> 
C", = Cd., ) a..:l.) • ( 2.3) 
The inner product takes the form 
....:::::. -':). 
(\0 b::. ~ [ll-,- '0_+ a.J)-I- ] - a. .. b " ( 2.4) 
In ~pplications one typically performs the minus integrations 
by contour. The positions of the poles are given by the mass-shell 
conditions in the form 
• (2.5) 
The Lorentz group has some particularly simple properties 
on a light front. Lorentz transformations in the transverse plane 
form a Galilean subgroup. Such a transformation is given by 
Q....+ ----... ~, 
~ .....::t> ~ (2.6) 
Q ~ Q., + Q.,+ c.. , 
-I'> -'> -'> 'l. 
Q.,_ ~ Q_ -t .:t Q... ~ + ~~ 1 
~ ...I!..
and similarly for b, where c is any constant transverse vector. 
Any Lorentz invariant quantity can therefore depend only on 
"relative momenta" of the form 
(2.7) 
An equally important simplification is the fact that the plus and 
minus components are eigenvectors of boosts in the 3-directiono 
That is, under the boost B = exp[-iK3ln(~)] one has 
(2.8) 
, 
.....
and a is of course unaffected. As a consequence, if a fast moving 
particle has P+ - 2P in the center-of-mass reference frame, then3 
simply by rescaling all center-of-mass components according to 
(2.8), with "t, = 2P3' Qne can defi ne II standard :frame lf components 
which are defined in 8 frame which is acually moving along with 
12 
the partiole, and in which one ohooses for oonvenience 
An important part of studying as~ptotic momenta comes in choosing 
convenient standard frames in order to extract at the beginning 
as much of the kinematics as possible o 
To complete our summary of the light-front variables, we give 
the properties of the Dirac matrices in this representation: 
{'\.j./-l :: + (20 lOa) 
/(:1:. '6'~11:. = +r* ) (2.10b) 
{({+ If1- -= 0 ) (20 10c) 
y±.l.:: 0 • (2010d) 
13 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The only theoretic.al structure so far developed which has all 
the basic principles 'such as, superposition, analyticity, and so on 
is quantum field theory. A compelling question is what the asymp­
totic behavior of the theory may imply about high momentum or short 
distance aspects of hadrons. Since only perturbative solutions 
exist, one must Analyze infinite series. In most studies one keeps 
only the leading asymptotic term in each order of perturba.tion the.Jry, 
while neglecting similar terms in higher orders. The hope is that 
nonleading terms will not affect the qualitative conclusions. 
The classic example of this approach is the analysis of "ladder" 
diagrams in ~3 theory with s, the center-of-mass energy squared, 
taken asymptotic. 1 The leading term of an n-rung ladder is propor­
tional to (Ins) n-l and the sum is proportional to sale t) where d(t) 
represents a Regge trajectory function for the exchanged laddero 
It was known for some time that inclusion of all nonleading terms, 
proportional to (lns)m, m< n-l, still leads to Regge behavior with 
the only modification being in the trajectory function. Recently 
Chang, Yan, and Ya02 showed that the nonleading terms are associated 
with regions of integration in which adjacent longitudinal momenta 
on the sides of the ladder are compara.ble. Campbell and Chang3 
found that these "correlations" provide a physical mechanism for 
producing the Regge behavior via the cluster decomposition method 
of statistical mechanics. They also applied the technique to pro­
4duction processes, ~md their conclus ions support and extend the 
gas model of Feynman and Wilson. 5 
W~ intend in this part of the thesis to apply the cluster 
method to a certain CAlculation in a renormalizable theoryo In 
particular, a set of diagrams for the electromagnetic form factor 
of the proton with neutral pions is chosen. These are called 
"rainbow" diagrams and are shown in Fig.4. The external protons 
are on-mass-shell and the photon momentum-squared is asymptotic 
622in the spacelike direction. That is, -q »m where m is an 
arbitrary parameter of the order of the proton or pion mass, M 
16 
or y. The sum of terms leading in In{-q21m2 ) was one of many 
results given in an excellent study by Appelquist and Primack. 7 
They found for the rainbowl in leading order~ 
where g is the 1Pp coupling constant. They also found that the 
. 2 2 
sum of next-to-leading terms is In(-Q. 1m ) larger. The present 
pa.per verifies these results, although the sum of next-to-leadi ng 
terms is numerically different. Inclusion of allnonleading terms 
provides a simple modification on the leading terms. 
The results of this work can be summarized as follows~ 
(a) The r!l!inbow diagrams represent a conserved current, so 
only the usual Dirac and Pauli form factors appear. The Dirac 
form factor Fl is expected to be larger than the Pauli term F2 
by Oem2I-q2 ) and only Fl is calculated. 
(b) The 3-axis is chosen aIong the initial proton momentum. 
The minus integrations are performed, fixing the minus components 
by mass-shell conditions. The plus integrations are theh finite, 
but the unrenormalized transverse integrals are logarithmically 
divergent. However, it is found that the only important integra­
tion regions are those in which the magnitudes of the tran~verse 
momenta are ordered in a certain way. The innermost pion carries 
the largest transverse momentum. 
(c) Each divergent transverse integral requires a single 
subtraction involving products of lower-order amplitudes 0 It is 
found that the subtractions cancel contributions from all inte­
gration regions except those in which the magnitudes of transverse 
momenta are in the opposite order to that mentioned in (b). Then 
the outermost pion has the largest transverse momentum, and all 
transverse integrations are bounded by -f-. 
(d) The integrand, appropriately defined including all sub­
tractions, has a factorization property analogous to that of the 
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partition function of. statistical mechanics. Along with the 
properties described above, this is sufficient to show by the 
cluster-decomposi tion method that the Dirac form fa.ctor of the 
rainbow has the form 
F, l <t-"2.) 
where 
The q2 dependence comes from the "interior region;" where the 
transverse pion momenta squared are much less than'tf and much 

2
greater than m. In p~rticular, ai arises when any i adjacent 
pions have comparable transverse momenta, or are "correlated~tI 
2 2 biIt is independent of both M and)A. Secondly, arises when 
any i adjacent pions have transverse momenta squared comparable 
2to 1f or m , representing a "surface effect" dependent on the 
masses. 
(e) The leading terms a.rise from completely independent 
integrations, giving 
Q..\ == - \ ) 
in agreement with Ref. 7. Correlations of any two pions contibute· 
0... ::-.0 .. 
2. :J..., 
Thus the nonleading terms represent correlations which are indeed 
important when g is 0(1) as in strong interactions. 
The outline of this part is as follows: Chapter 2 gives the 
proof that the rainbow current is conserved and some notation 
is introduced. In Chapter 3 the lowest-order diagrams are examined, 
and the transverse dependence and renormalization are analyzed in 
detail. Chapter 4 shows how the low-order results are generalized 
to the N-pion rainbow, with special emphasis on renormalization. 
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Chapter 5 gives the cluster decomposition and proof of exponentiation. 
Finally the results and possible extensions are discussed in Chapter 
60 
Appendix A Shows how the current conservation comes about in 
terms of Feynman parameters for the two-pion case. Appendix B 
shows how the one-, two-, and three-pion numerators are calCUlated 
in our formalism. Appendix C gives the calculation of and ­a l a2 
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CHAPTER 2. KINEMATICS AND NOTATION 
As mentioned in the last chapter the set of diagrams studied 
here are the neutral pion "rainbow" diagrams shown io. Fig. 40 The 
initial proton of 4-momentum p emits a number of pions, the ith 
pion having 4-momentum wi' It then interacts with the electro­
magnetic current, picking up 4-momentum q and reabsorbs the pions 
in opposite order. The final proton momentum is pI = P + q. 
It is important to note that one does not in general expect 
these diagrams to produce a conserved current. In other words, 
the current is generally conserved only when it is inserted in all 
possible ways on a contin~ous charged line. 8 This generates a 
broader class of diagrams than the ra.inbows, and a typical one is 
shown in Fig. 5. However, when the externel protons are on-shell 
the symmetry of the rainbows gives current conservation, as will 
now be shown. 
A. Rainbow Form Factors 
• ! 2 
The electromagnetic vertex function, for any value of pi , 

2 2 
p , or q , must transform as a 4-vector under the Lorentz group 
and parity. Under these conditions, one can construct twelve 
independent quantities from the available vectors and Dirac matrices o 
These can be cast in the following convenient form9: 
{ 
+ _-~ tM lM 
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'Cl, i 2 2 2
where Ji =di(pt ,p ,q). Clearly only three terms contribute when 
this is sandwiched between positive- or negative-energy spinors o 
One can check that the p;eneral rainbow vertex, without the spinors, 
transforms as the bare vertex under charge conjugation. In other 
words, 
(2.2 ) 
This holds for any diagram which is symmetric about the current 
insertion~ It implies conditions on the form factors in Eq.(2.1). 
The one of interest here is 
'317$ (p\ \1 1.) ~2.) -= .... ~3 ( ~~ ~ I ~ <t1.) ., ( 2 • 3 ) 
which implies that 43 vanishes when pt 2 = p2. Thus one has 
Thus the rainbow current is conserved and one need not include 
diagrams such as the one shown in Fig. 5 .. 
The functions Fl and F2 are the usual Dirac and Pauli form 
factors, respectively. It is expected that F2/Fl ~ Oem
2/-q2 ) 
since a factor of q is extra.cted in the definition of F2, and it 2
must be a function of q. This can be verified in low orders. 
Only Fl will be calculated here. 
B. The Standard Frame 
The uarticular reference frame chosen here has its 3-axis 
defined by the initial proton direction, and the scale of plus 
components defined by p+ = 1. Furthermore, since q2 is spacelike, 
the frame description can be completed by setting q+ = O. With 
the init1al and final protons on-shell this implies 
f= (\)-O)M2)) 
~ -= ( 0 ) i"» ~2.) ) ( 2.9) 
~'= (\) ~'\'t">t.+M"L) .. 
In order to d~termine the form factors in Eq. (2.4) it is 
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sufficient to calculate a single component Of~. A convenient 
choice is found to be ~ = +. Then Fl can be extracted from 
u(pt) t\+u(p) by multiplying on the left by. ~u(p,),on the right 
by u(p) and summing over spinso Since p+ = 1 and q+ = 0 one 
obtains upon taking the trace 
(2.10) 
A final notation is to emphasize the different roles played 
by the longitudinal and transverse pion momenta. After integration 
over the minus components it will be seen that the plus components 
lie between p+ 1 And ~ • O. They represent the fractionalIi!.' 
longi tudinal momentA AS in the "parton" model. 11 As a reminder 
of this the plus component of the ith pion is called xi' so that 
(2.11) 
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CHAPTER 3. LOW-ORDER CALCULATIONS 
In this chapter the three lowest-order amplitudes are examined 
explicitly. Integrations over the wi _ components are performed 
and,the properties of the transverse integrations are analyzed. 
Special attention is paid to renormalization. The insights ob­
tained here Rre generalized to all orders in the following chapter. 
A. 	 One-Pion Diag~ 
According to ~qo(2.10) the amplitude in this order can be 
writtenl2 
i 1A £'6'+ (i+-111 )(s ( (~.p, +1\1\ ) ~ ( ~ - WI + fv\) '6'~- ( ~+M) } 
(WI7._~1 ... ~ f.)[(P-W,)1._ rvt"l+~f.1 [(~/_WI): M'2+:~l j 
4 2
where d WI : ,dxld wldWI _" 
Integration Over _wl 
In the frame defined in Eq. (2.9) the denominator factors can 
be expressed as 
(I-X. I ) Lft+M1-- w, _ 
_ "'> _"'l- 'l.. 1­
<"$ -W,) +-~ + 
1- X,l 
The contour integr1!l1 of wl _ will vanish if the poles lie on the 
SRme side of the real axis. This implies that sgn(xl):sgn(l-x ), orl 
o .:::. "i., <. 
Under this condition, the contour can be closed in the lower 
half-plane, picking up the pion pole. Around the semicircle, with 
Re ie wl _ = with R --;:'00, the proton propagators contribute two factors 
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of R2S'+ in the numerator, but these are cancelled by the current, 
since ~ = O. Thus the integral damps out as 1/R2 on the semicircle, 
and only the residue at the pole contributes. Then Eq. (3.1) takes 
the form 
~(\)::: -1..t:it)3 Sd~, d.."w, ~ Tr~O+(~~M)'r,dy'-'iI+M)~ 

X (~-v6I-t-M) os(~+M) r 

where in the numerator it is understood that wl _ :; (WI
2
+f2 )/x l • 
The denominator in Eq.(3 4) could have been written down6 
immediPitely from Weinberg's-infinite-momentum rUles. 13 It can 
be rewritten as 
where XI ~ t-~\ , 
-"> I -'> -'> (3.6 )
VJ, -:; w,- 'X., ~ " 
Xl is the plus :component of the proton after the pion is emitted 0 
The symmetry in wI and ~l' is a result of invariance under (2 6)0 
of Part I, ~ q being the only constant transverse vector available. 
This symmetry must also appear in the numerator. 
As shown in Appendix A the numerator may be rewritten as 
- +\'y{((~ly.!.~,)-X,N1J ((vt\-X.,~)-XIMJ} ., 
The combination of 4-vectors appearing in each factor has zero 
plus component, so their dot product involves only the transverse 
components. Eq. (3.4) then takes the form 
I ~ ~I ~ ~ 
_ (\).... 1"<' Cd'¥-)d\r w,>W, -+ ~ M ~ - umy!Jo I \,,~l.+ '):.\4'2.-\. 1-x.\"Llr~/2+'X. \\J\"+ \-'):, ~l L1C., ' 'X., ')A JL 'X-, I x\ f 
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Renormalization 
The transverse integral in (3.7) is logarithmically divergent 
as w;.2 -4> 00. The fi ni te part is defi ned as usual by subtract i ng 
the amp1itude with the external lines on-shell, which here means 
0. 14q == This is represented diagramatically in Fig. 6 and gives 
(W>;2 + 't ILM 1.+ (I-XI \~))...l2. 
One can add and subtract ( l-Xl)jA-2 in both numerators and combine 
terms to give 
+ 
Letting d2 ~ d2 wl ' simplifies the angular integrations. The 2
second term 
wl 
is 0(m2/q2). Setting y = ~1,2 + XIM + (1-Xl)~2 one 
obtains after angular integration: 
In the limit -q2 -,.,,;> M2,1 this becomes simply 
t'"'- 1. 
F,(l)= - hl\2 .e'k(<t"'h~11..) + O("rvt1../f') .. (3.11) 
~Analysis of w Integrationl 
In light of the simple result shown in Eq. (3.11) it is natural 
to rewrite Eq. (3.8) as 
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(;1 ­
where it is u.nderstood that xl '> O. Here the "renormalized integrand" 
gl is given in terms of the "unrenormalized integrand't f 1 by15 
~ (i~ ;J;) '\.11\) :: -f. (7t~1 w~ I'M) - f" o~ ~) 'Wl,) 
• 
This equation is represented in Fig.6 0 It can be checked that fl 
~nd gl are at most 0(1), as expected from Eqo (3011)0 
...",,2 2To take advantage of the fact that q ?~ m one can partition 
the transverse integration as follows 
I 'Z. -">z ..L -">'t Gt> 
= )1f~[S~I: S~~~ S~1(,+ )E4-«, + ) 1 ') ( 3.14) 
\" .-'> l I -'>t.
-1'\ 0 	 G'h\'l 
I "Ge.'h'I f3 ~ G.f.-lt 
where the I::: i are arbitrarily small positive constantso The order 
of magnitude of fl and gl in these regions is given in Table 10 15 
(As mentioned in footnote 14, xi~O(l)o) "First note that H. 
r. 0 l P -'>:a,. -')1. 'L1( "-' (\) 	 0'\1. 'j W l-\e% wI >;! 'L I ~ • 
- ... 2 ..:»2Secondly, in the region wI »q the integral over fl diverges, but 
the subtraction cancels the contribution from this region becau.se 
This property is represented in Fig o 7. These properties of f 1 
imply for gl' as shown in the last column of Table 1, the following 
properties: 
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(30 16a) 
->..2 2
and when q >') wI 
~.~2. } 
_ ,l  
J w l. 
\ 
where a = -1 and bl = 00 Note that the final answer is independentl -~2 	 1 2
of the 	fio The In(~/M2) comes when wI is free to vary from ~ 
. 2 	
_2 2 
to €3q 	0 The constant from the region wI ~ M cancels with that 
2from "itl ~ 1/, so that bl = 0 0 
The important insight here is that In(qfjM2) comes only from 
~2 _ 2 2 ~2 2 
0the region '-i '» wI 7" m where gl is independent of q and m Such 
regions in which the transverse ordering is disjoint will be called 
"independent" regions of the transverse phase space It should beo 
emphasized that this association of In(q21m2 ) with the independent 
region is a result of the properties in (3016) and the transverse 
symmetry. That is, firstly in the region wi~m2 one has (3Q16b) 
so that gl' and the integral, ere independent of q.2 Secondly, in 
the regionw\2'1J f the symmetry a.llows gl to be wri tten as a function 
of wll \qland so the integral is again independent of 1.2 The sym­0 
metry is a general property, and it will be seen that Eqso (3.15) 
and (3016) can also be generalized. 
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Bo Two-Pion Diagram 
The contribution of the two-pion rainbow to Fl is 
(ZI ~ . "2 1 'Z. ~ I I I ')("F, -= \ -;,:t4 J ~d4w\ )d4wz ~ T\.-'f~J~+M)'ts-<¥-'" +M)'Q'; (~-A-yQ~ +1f',,1) u+ 
The denominator factors can aga.in be written as in Eqso (302) 
and the contour integrals over wl _ and w2_ performed Two factors0 
of W1_ !=lnd of W2_ are cancelled by the 0'+ in the num~rator, so 
around the semicircle both integrals damp out as l/R 0 In order 
for the poles to be on oppos i te s ides of the real axis one must 
require 
The denominator again takes the form of Weinberg~s rules o It 
can be rewritten similarly to Eqo (3.5) to explicitly display the 
symmetry. The numerator can be written as a trace involving only 
transverse components as shown in Appendix B. In the notation of 
Eqs. (3.12), (3013) and (B07) one finds 
SInd 
- -
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Properties of th~ Unrenormalized Integrand 
To find the order of magnitude of f2 in various integration 
....." -"> (...:.;.2
regions, one can ignore the cross terms since WioWj- 0 w1,j)[and 
Xl ,2- 0(1) as seen in footnote 14) Thus one finds that f2 behaves 
at most as 
_'> '2 -':.1. -'>~:1.)
"-' 0 (d o... l'j w\..e"", \Nl. '>~ WI ~ (fr )'WI" ( 3 0 23a) 
Regions other than those ordered as in (3023a) will contribute to 
o( m2!<f.). 
verify 	that (3021) has the following proper­
• 
is the 	integrand for the one-pion loop 
2
= 0 = m (so that p = 0 = p ~)o By 
Lorentz of Part I] the x2 integration must be 
independent of p+ when p_ = 00 Thus by letting x2 ~ x2/(1-Xl) 
one finds that f l (O,172 ,O) bec~mes the usual one-pion integrand 
evaluated in this limit. 
Renormali zat ion 
The transverse integrals in Eqo (3.20) are logarithmically 
- 2 ~divergent as WI 
, 
2 ~ 00 0 The finite part of the w2 integral is 
defined as usual by subtracting the integrand with the external 
lines of the w2 Bubintegration on-shell. In order to keep to 
keep the limi ts on the x2 integral the same' as' in (3 019) one lets 
--"'.> M~ 
,? '2 ::::f-w, ~ (\-~\)o I \-')(.1) , -~ 0 • 
The resulting integrand then has the form~ f 2(Q,W;,W2,m)­
( -'>-'> ) (~-'> ) C....... -'»fl q,wl,m fl 0,w2 ,m , where fl O,w2 ,m 1s the integrand for the 
one-pion loop wi th p+ = 1=x1 = p+ 9 and q = 00 TJhis gives a renor­
mali zed integrand of the form 
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[ c ~!') -":> L -":>"""'" t -":> -.... :lL 
- TL.(O,W"wz..im) -l\lo,Wll'Yl1) liO,W'Z..)'VY\.)j f ,. 
This is represented diagramatically by Fig" 5. 
The properties of f2 in (3. 23b) and (3023c) can be represented 
as in Fig. 9 and FigolO. Along with the property of fl in Fig. 7. 
.-. 2 ~2they imply the fo llowi ng behavior for g2: ()i When wI"> q the 
first and third terms cancel and the second and fourth terms cancel" 
-,>2 -.... 2()ii When w2~" wI the first and second terms cancel and the third 
and fourth terms cancel. Therefore one finds 
i,.(if;JWl.J1t'\) "" 0(1) O""'\~ W~'\I\. ti\;r v:J\z ~ w;: ~ 'j;vt'L , ( 3. 26a) 
and otherwise g2« I and gives 0(m2/~). Comparing thi~ with (3.23a) 
one sees that the effect of the subtractions is just to'reverse the 
transverse ordering. Just as for the one-pion case the! transverse 
pion momenta are bounded by m2 and q2. 
In order to show as in the one-pion case that the In(q2/m2) 
factors are associated with the independent regions in the trans­
verse phase space one needs properties analagous to (3.16b). When 
.....2 (4 2 ~ 2 2)q >'l WI ~ ~ m only the last two terms in g2 can be o( I), sow2 
that 
where 
( -"!o2 -'> 2) (4- 2 2 ) Similarly, when q ~wI >~ w2~ m only the second and fourth 
terms can be 0(1), so that 
(3 ,,26c) 
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The -:1 and \f"2 integrations can be partitioned, just as in Eq. 
2 2(3 14), and only the following regions will contribute when --a ,>,> m :0 
) ( 4 _... 2 ...... 2 2 -:.2 ..... 2 -=.l? 2 2) ~ ) ~2 (4 2( i q ~ wI ':::: )·....~m ,; (ii) (.I.i ~ wI »,>(w2 z m ,; iii ~ '» wl~w2 ~ 2 2 ( ) (~2 -» 2 ...... 2 2 ..,.2 -"1 2 -» 2 ~2 
W2 1:1 m),; iv I.i ~ wI )'>'>w~..,.'> m ,; (v~ q »wl ">'> (w2~ m ),; (vi) I.i'?"? 2 2 2
(W12~ w2 )'» m ,; and (Vii) q » WI~'> \t2"''? m .. In region (i) g2 can 

be written as a function of w">l/'ql and W>'2/lCrt and because of the 

...:.2transverse symmetry the integral becomes independent of q. In 
region (ii) the result in (3.26c) implies that thew~ integral is 
explicitly independent ofef and the transverse symmetry allows 
one to scale out q in the ~l integral.. Because of (3. 26b) region 
(ii1)is explicitly independent of q2. Therefore only the last 
four regions contribute any -q2 dependence" 
2 2
and lets m = M. Letting 
(iv) makes the following 
+ 
.. 
Note that the coefficient of l'n(q2IM2) is the Same as appeared in 
this region of WI in the one-pion case [see Eq. (3.17)]. The 
dependence on the and ei , will cancel, and this will be shown6 i 
here for the leading and next-to-leading terms. 
The contribution from regions (v), (vi), and (vii), where 

2 -'1-2 2
q .,.> WI "?'"J M , is 
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+ O(M'fet,,) • 
_ ~2 
The first w2 integr~l is explicitly independent of wI. The last 
..,..'it> ....,. ~ 
one can be written 8S ~ function of = w2/\wl, and is then alsov2 
..... 2independent of wI. Thus the leading term can come only from the 
. . 402 ~2.....,,2 2 ..",2 2)
second term, in which q ..,..,.. wI""''''' w2 >.." m. So each factor on In( q: 1m 
is indeed a,.ssociated with a.n independent region in the transverse 
phase space. 
The nnly nontrivial integral in (3.28) is the one from the 
42 ...... 2
region wI X w2 • The angular ~ntegration 6f the first term in 

..JI>2 ...". 2 ~2

curly brackets leaves the following integration over = w2 IWI ~v2 
The second two terms in the denominator can be added and subtracted 
in the numerator to give 
+ 
The dependence on xl and x2 considerably simplifies after the 
....... 2 
 integration. The sU.m of (3. 27) and (3028) then becomesv2 
I 	 \-XI - .. ~L = 4- ~~d\~ cA't-z. t~~, ( .0.,,( ~~)!",(~') 
- r 6.-~,) (\- "''1.) - "'] . I I I'}~)L 	 1C1'}(~ .... + 1",,· Ga'G.f ) + 0 (I) • 
Let ~ X 2/( I-Xl) and note that t-2 t, G: ', and Ell t cancelo Inte-X 2 	 3~2 	2 1 ~ 2 2 
. gration of the In(wl /M ) term g~ves. 2![ In(G 3q /M)] and the &3 
dependence cancels [to O(ln(Qf/M ))] with that of the first term in 
Eq. (3.29). Finally, the Inx1
2 from q2~lt12 (first term) cancels 
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with thelnx2 from w2 ~ m (second term). This is the same can­2
cellation which occurred in (3.17). The In(qf/M ) term thus comes 
-"10 2 	 -.)) 2
only 	from wI ~ w ' and one obtains2 
C." -::. y, (Q, t'Vl ( £-1.-) +b\)'l.+ (6.2,..t,\-\(£-,.) .\- b,) + 0 ( ;:'J, (3.30) 
. 	 l 
where and bl appear in Eq. (3.17), == ~ and b2"'0(1).17al a2 
Since the leading terms are known to exponentiate, G2 can 
always be written in the form of Eq. (3.30)& The significant 
thing, however, is the way in which these terms arise. The gen­
eralization of Eqs. (3.26) and (3.30) to the next order in g2 
provides a non-trivial indication that nonleading terms will also 
exponent i ate. 
c. 	 The Three-Pion Diagram 

Performing the minus integrations, one finds as usual that 

2 2 .
only the poles et wi _ = (Wi +P:)/xi contribute, with the conditions 
o <. 'l,\< ') 0 <. ~ 1. < \ - -x., 1 (') < x;.. 3 <. \ - X, , - X 2. .. ( 3.31) 
One can define f3 analogously to Eq. (3.21), with a denominator 
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given by"Weinberg's rules and the numerator,written as in Appendix 
B [Eq. (B 12)]. The following properties can then be explicitlyo 
shown: 
-"t'2,.. 
O( ~~), (3.32c ) 
~2 ...z2. 2
when W1 7 '7 (q ,m )
. ~~ 
->, --..,. .->, ..,.lIoop p .->, -"> -'" -.:\ ) i C) ( ~ )ti<tJW1)W2,}W~)'Y\1) -+ T~()JWIJW1..JW3JO 1 WI1. .. 
As mentioned in connection with (3.23b), integration over the 
,..>2 2functions with q • 0 = m is independent of the p+ of the external 
....:>,.-... )proton. In ( 3.32b) f l (O,w2,O corresponds to an external p+ = l-x l 
And in (3.32c) f2CO>,w2,173,O) to p+ l-x,.-x2 • These factorizationII\: 
properties are represented in Figs. 11, 12, and 13. 
Each of the trAnsverse integrals has a. logarithmic ultraviolet 
divergence. In order to keep the limits on the xi the same as in 
(3.31) the w3 and w2 subtractions are performed at the points 
~ M~\>-w,-w1.-::'" (\-').,cXc.)O) \-JL1--X;L)' (3033) 
--:? Ml. )\) - "", ~ ( \-'X-, ) 0) \-7(, ') (3034) 
respectively. The renormalized three-pion integrand is then given 
by 
t3(\)"W;) v.h )~)'h'\) = {l1?5tW:)~2?~)'h1)- f?(cf)~)~?'n)f,(o;~)Wl)J 
(3.35 )
" 
To see that the appropriate cancellations occur in Eq. (3.35) 
to reverse the ,ordering given in (3.32a), one must understand how 
- ..... 2 -"> 2to group the terms a.ppropriately. For example, when w3 "''> w the2 
first and second pairs of termR are each « 1. 
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Diagrammatically, g3 is a sum of three-pion diagrams with any 
number (up to three) of concentric boxes drawn around any loop. 
Each box in a given term has a factor -1 associated with it. A term 
can only be 0(1) if transverse momenta not separated by a box are 
ordered as in (3.328). 
If any of the inequalities in (3.32a) hold, one can group terms 
as follows: Each term in which the" momenta on either side of the 
inequality are not separated by a box cancels with the term which 
is identical except for an additional box between pions of unequal 
momenta. Thus one finds 
Furthermore, if any of the inequalities in (3.36a) holds, only 
terms in which the unequal momenta are separated by a box can be 0(1). 
.....2 -"> 2Thus one has: when q '>'> WI 
(........... -» -"'> -"'> -"l -") ->:> ty> ttll/lll )W2 }W31l'Yl) ~~ (0 I Wt>Wt-fIAl3)'W\) + (3036b) 
-';? 2 ...1>j. 2
when WI ...~ w2 
..;ry ->t .,.,... - ( ~ ...:-, -'> _" .....,~l(t)wllW?)W3)l'V\) -=> tl <tIWI)O)tl.(O)~}W$l'W\) + (3. 36c) 
~2 ~2
when w2 »> w3 
-"'>, 
..... ..>, ..>, -'I (-"";>..:>. -') ) q... (-'?' -"> ) 0 ( ""'--i~) ,
'(!I (1, lV11I 1"'",,""!. {'!VI) -+ 'ta:<t}w,)wz/) aI OJW3 )'l'I'\ + ~.. (3. 36d) 
z. 
.4>2 2
when w3'>'> m 
1­~ -:.. ~ >, ~ -:>.. -"'l -~ ) + 0 L'WI ) (3 36 )tt)(~;, wp'wt,)W~1r.w.l -';> t-z,L (~>\III') Wl.}'W3) a ~31. " " • e 
As a. result of the properties in (3036) and the transverse 
->2. 2
symmetry, each factor of In(q 1m ) in the integration over g3 will 
be associated with an independent region in the transverse phase " 
space. That is, the leading term will come when all the inequalities 
in (3.36a) hold. The next-to-leading term comes when any two are 
approxim~tely equal, and so on. One can show that 
I" I t -'?z.. 3 -'?t. n ...,:»1­\:i7~ -= 31 Qlt'\i.l~,,) + b,1 + t~\Q.1A(~1.)+-bllta.2."t.1I\l~,,1+~2-) (3037) 
+ \.. <As ~1A <!~) +- "3) +- 0 (/I{V\'\.I t2-) ") 
where and b appear in Eqo (3.17) and a and b2 appear in Eq,al l 2 
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(3.30). This result is strong indication that not only leading 
but also nonleading terms will exponentiate. The next dhapte~ 
shows that properties (3.36) can be generalized to all orders and 
the succeeding chapter gives the proof of exponentiation o 
CHAPTER 4. THE GENERAL RESULT 
In this chapter the properties found in low orders for the 
unrenormalized integrand are generalized. Furthermore, it is 
shown that these imply similar properties for the renormalized 
integrand. 
A. 	 The Unrenormalized Integrand 
Each wi _ integr~tion can be done by contour methods. The 
contribution on the semicircle damps out. The contours can be 
closed in the lower half-plane, picking up the pole at Wi . = 
-.2 2 ­(wi +P )/x i • In order that the poles are not on the same side 
of the real axis one must require 
(4.1 )o <:. 'X-Z.c: Xt-I , 
where X is the + component carried by the proton when it emitsi _l 
the ith pion. It is given by 
X.x-, 	 =. t-X,-X-z-' •• -X'-i_1 • (402) 
After the (5's are eliminated in the numerator, one obtains the 
result 
(4 .. 3) 
where it is understood that xi '/' O. The unrenormalized integrand 
has the form 
-= G(X,) G(Xz) .•, Q(XN)~!' .w ' ~(fW:JH.)WN!~)l( 4.4)N LDN (~,W;) ·~,)~rJJ 
The function DN in Eq. (4 .. 4) is given by Weinberg's rUles. 13 
A typical denominator factor associated with an (X
o
+x3 )-ordered 
state after the current insertion is 
(4.5) 

This 	can be rewritten in the form 
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_ {,_{ (\ +~. I )W,t2.+ 4- (\ -+ Y.; )VJ~l + :r.,lWj.\!!:
.N 'X.i ••• 1-'; J. j-:#:IL 0 
+ ( {-X;) fV\1. .\- )(t ( ~\ +.... -kt)r '1.} , 
...:t> ..... ....:.
where Wj ' - Wj-Xjq, j = l, ••• ,i. States before the curren~ give 
the same form with q = O. Thus including the factors xiXi we ha~ 
D ~ 11 ~ 1.; ~(~+ Xlr~t~- ... + (1+ ~£)W;l. + +"1~,.. ;i", 
N 1=1 1 XI L 1-t:\c. 
• + (\- X,) \lA' -\- Xl (~,+...!- ~;)l] (;;7) -"> w!) i= \, ,,,)q1· 
, N 
Removing the 05's froml1N gives an overall factor of (-1) 
which has been included in the first factor of Eq. (4.3). Then 
one has 
l1N: ~\\- tf+ l~~M)(¥~~I-M) ••• (~~i.- ...-IN tMYO+ 
(V-J,- .~,-Iw ±:tA) ... (~-vCl-M)( ~+M)} 1 ( 4.6) 
2 2
where the w _ integrations have set Wi = p.. Because of thei 
-:::.. ....lI".invariance under (2.8),l1N must be symmetric under Wi ~ wi' just 
as DN is. 
Although each propegator factor in Eq. (4.6) has terms of the 
....)0. 2 2 vform [(wi +}A )/xi]o+ one can show that they contribute only linearly 
-+ 18 2in wi and jJ-o This is essentially because D± = O. One can then 
demonstrate that: 
Q A 1-=:"''2. ..... 1.. . '>). - ..... 1 '> (~2. "'"TN '\J u(\ ) (Y~ld \.,)\"e,," Ww ~ WtJ -, 1£ ~ ... , ~ W, '>~ t 1'W\ ) (4.7) 
~ 2 ~ 2 (~2 _...,.2
and if wi"""" Wj , j '? i, then fNIU 0 Wj /Wi ). 
It is easy to check explicitly that as any Xi ~ 0 one has 
fN"" Xi" This is to be expected, since pseudoscalar theory is not 
infrared divergent. Thus xi O( 1) • It can then be seen from Eq.AJ 
(405) that when ~i+12,,>,> Wi2 
...... ....:>,. -=> -l) -':> 
\.)1'1 (~)'-"I) .~, )WN) 'W\) -7 \)zttl~\t -, )~\)YVI)\)N~t}"",+\) '~'Jw",)O) ( 4.8) 
-+- OCw/I~,~\) ~ 
where DN is the denominator with the external p+ = Xi"_i 
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In the region specified by (4.7) and (4.8) the large variables 
appear in 'YIN only in the inner N':'i factors on either side of ~e 
One can show that the product of these factors behaves aS~N_i~+ in 
19 ~ 2 4> 2this region, so that when wi +l ">"'> wi 
where~_i Combining 
Eqs. (4.8) 
11 ...... ....., -.... e- :........,...,. ~ .£... ....", -'"> -....,)

TN (",WI J,-,}wNilYl) -';>- Tr (t)WI, ''')wr}'M) IN_r(o I ""i+, ) '~')vvtJ} 0 
+ 0 (W;'- / VlJ+() , 
where f _ is the integrand with p+ : Xis Since it also has p_=ON i 
in this region, the integral of it must be independent of p+ by 
Lorentz invariance. 
Bo Renormalization 
It will now be seen that the properties of fN in Eqs. (407) 
a,nd (4.10) are sufficient to show that: (i) subtractions just 
reverse the ordering; and (ii) when any inequalities hold in the 
new ordering the integrand"fa6torized. 
Each of the transverse integrals in Eq. (4.3) is logarithmically 
->pdivergent. One defines the finite part of the wN integral by sub­
tracting the integrand with the momenta flowing into the wN-loop 
on-shell. The resulting integrand is then subtracted with the 
-lop
external lines of the wN_I-locp on-shell to define the wN_l integral, 
and so on. The result is 
where the renormalized integrand can be written as 
...::., ....,. -, _ ~ f (ei' ...:.r ~ _0 ( ....""> -» ~ Y\'\)
tW(\)#q",)wNi""') = t;oJ\II-1t \)Wl)"~) N-k)"M) l'\.~O) WN-\c.+-\) "'1 N) ~40 12) 
with f .. I and 
o 
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~Jc):")~-\t",-I"~";~N Y"') -= ..r. {t-')S~')tCO~ ~-k.+I) "~ )1\'\) •• "-~to~,, ,;: J1'¥\)t '. t~rt \ s (4013) 
The set of integers tn~ is defined by requiring i~ni = ko In 
order to keep the xi .limi ts as in (4.1) the protons are placed on­
shell by 
(4.14 ) 
Diagrammatically, the above equations can be represented by 
the sum of N-pion rainbows with all possible combinations of boxes 
drawn around the loops, and a factor of (-1) associated with each 
box. A typical term is shown in Fig. 14. The of Eq. (4.13) isni 
the number of pions in the ith bOX, and s is the number of boxes in 
each term. 
Note that each subtraction doubles the number of terms. Con~ 
sider two adjacent loops labelled i and i+l and divide the terms 
of gN eXBctly in half as follows: The first set contains all diagrams 
in which loops i ~nd i+l are not separated by a box. The second set 
can be obtained from the first by simply drawing an additional box 
between loops i and i+l in each term. Each term can only be 0(1) 
4- 2 ~ 2in the regions shown in (4.7)0 When ~~ Wi one has (4.10), sowi +l 
that each term in the first set will cancel with its associated term 
in the second set. This is true for any i including ~ ~ (f. Thus 
o 
one has 
w~e1;\ Wi1.--;.,> wZ-, ~ '> ~ +~Q'V\ ~'" tV 0 (*17 ~l") . 
2 2Regions other than those in (4.15) thus contribute Oem ~ ). 
S ...>, 2 -~ 2
econdly, when Wi ~~ all the terms in the first setwi +l ~ 2 r.:;'"> 2 ) above are 0( ,Wi "Summing up all terms with a box betweenwi+l ~ 2 --1:>' 2loops i and 1+1, one finds that when Wi ~~ wi+l 
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where 
The following points should be emphasized here~ 
(1) It is essential that the integral over the second factor 
in (4.10) be independent of any variables in the first factor, 
including the xi' in order for it to cancel the appropriate term 
in Eq. (4.12). In the present notation, this occurs because when 
-'b 2 ~2 f iwi +l ""7";> wi the only dependence on s,ny xk<i+l in N-i appears n 
p+ ... Xi' which can be scsled out because P_ "" 00 With the on-shell 
condition written as in (4.14) the cancellation can be seen without 
rescaling. 
(2) Note that one must consider all of the subtraction terms 
in order to see that gN has the simple properties. The particular 
terms which oancel to give (4015) and the particular terms which 
combine to give (4.16) depend on which transverse pion momenta are 
in widely separated regions. 
(3) The pions are emitted like bremmstrahlung and then reab­
sorbed. One might expect that as the proton "slows down" the 
succeeding pions emitted will have smaller longitudinal and trans­
verse momentao This physical orderi,ng for the Xi is provided by 
4>the wi _ integrations and for the Wi by the renormalization o 
(4) It is important that the N-pion integrand factors into 
functions which are exactly the i-pion an~ (N-i)-pion integrands~ 
evaluated in the appropriate regions. This fact allows one to in­
terpret the In(qF/m2) terms in Fl(N) physically and gives a Simple 
result for Fl , as shown in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5. CLUSTER 	 EXPANSION FOR RAINBOWS 
In this chapter it is shown that the properties of the integrand 
in this model of the Dirac form factor allow one to apply the cluster 
-decomposition metQod of statistical mechanics. This provides a 
2physical interpretation of the q dependence and a mechanism for 
exponentiation of Fl. 
A. Cluster Functions and Sum Over N 
The finite contribution of the N-loop rainbow diagram to Fl is 
defined e.s in Eq. (4.11): 
r... l\'4 ) - " "' NFj = ~ ~~L} G,N ., 
(i ~ q d'X.· (1 dl..w:. ~ -" --'>lo- '\ \:7N "2. .\\ J '2_,. J 	 -::::s-". <tN(t)vJW")wl'I)'YV'\) , ~-:;:.\ "1\ VII; 
where gN is defined in Eq. (4.12). The cluster decomposition is 
more conveniently carried out after symmetrization over all pairs 
..lI­
of Xi' Wi. So one defines the symmetrized functions as follows: 
( 5,,2) 
Here peN) means all permutations of the N indices. The integral of 
each term must give the same result, so that 
The properties of gN imply the following properties for gNs : (i)prop­
s..:.2....2..;2 2 
0erty ( 4 015 ) implies that gN N O( 1) only when q ~(wi,o 0, wN)~ m " 
(1i) Set ~~ be any set of i transverse pion momenta g and t~N_f 
the remaining ones. Then property (4.16) implies that when all 
momenta in the first set a.re much larger than those in the second, 
then one has 
s. -"'> -"'> -» '} ~ -'> -"'> -"'> 0 ..:::.. ~ /-:-..... ". 
't"'(<(IWI'..... )VVlll)'"M) ~ 	J.....; c!...J <tti,,)w\)~,,)WNi"W\) + (wtJ-t 'Wi.) 
'?(~) ?(N-\) 
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....::.,.2
where each factor is evaluated in 	the appropriate region, and wi 
-"; 2is a minimum in the first set and .... i a maximum in the second"wN s . 	 .One can now do a cluster expansion of the gN in exact analogy 
to the standard statistical mechanics treatment of the partition 
function integrando 20 The derivation is given here for complete­
-+ -40> -'» 
ness. One defines the cluster functions cN( q,wl,o •• ,wN,m through 
the following set of equations: 
'3~-",> 	 ->.>->:>t, Ctl W11'W'i) = c l (~lWll'l'Vl) , 
where the Nth equation defines cN 	and is of the form 
ffv~ (e;'» W:),,,) v:J'N,'WI) == L L{~ C l (et) ~ ..,m ), "e/ct; ~~·)'MU (C2.(v,,·)'l'VI)~,,·~t·,.,WI~a b {WlO) P , .....J L' -" 
" "WIt ..,. t.+c\I" <; 'Wl Z. fa.ch;H 
X ' -.. 'X t t N (<{"'» ~., }'h\jl1 (5Q 6 ) 
\ -m" t4tV: \-ov-
Here the m are integers .~ 0 and are summed over all sets imi} ini 
which 
The second sum in Eq. (5.6) is over all distinct ways of filling 
the blanks with the ~i' 
The above equations can be solved succ·essively for the c toi 
yield 
~ -"> S. ...:::;.-">
Co, ( ~ ) WI )""") -= ca-, -( ~ ) w,)"M) , 
..:» ~ -..... s ~ ~ -~ $ _"> ->, f, -:... ...;>,Cz..(1, l wq w:t.,'Wi) -:::. t'l.ll\)Wq 'W'2..t'WI) - <t\(<t)wl)'YY\)C~'\(1)W4.iY"'l'\) , 
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...., -"> -..., _.... S "':::'--" ~~ 's; ...:0.,. ->.. ~ ') _">_'> c~ (, I W,;N2-1W31'l'l1) = t1 (~IWI) l..,W3iWl) - ~(1'WI~~ll'\1) tt( 't) Wj)'I'YI) 
S ::") -""> -'" S ...,.,>...;r-, C; ~ -.... -;jJ. ) ~..,l» ~ 
- ~1.Ll{ )WI jW3\'W11 ~\ (1, }W1-1 'Wl) - 't2. (~/,N1,.) 3)""" ~\ (~)~ \1tv!) 
s -"") ~ 'S --?'>..:>:> 'S -"> -'.> 	 ( 8 ) + .1 t\ (t}W\l'm) %, (l,I\I\S.?\I\) ~\(11W3IYn) , 	 50 
The property (504) implies that when any two arguments·~f·cN are in 
~ 2 --.2 (...>p.2 ~2the region wi '7'7 Wj then cN AJ 0 Wj /wi ). As is well known in 
statistical mechanics this implies that integration over cN can 
only give one factor of the "volume", from integration over the 
"center of gravity". The I·volume" element here is d( Inlti2) and 
~2 42, 	 ~2
when any wi .,...,.. wj the integral is damped out as exp[ -lnwi ] 0 Thus 
the "integrated cluster function" behaves as 
C ::; J....1t f 2dxr \ d.2w; ~ --,. ...))
1\1 - N! t;::1 J -rr ~ ~.l. CN(~)W\),~,)wl'l)""W\) 
,. 
It will 	be seen in the next section that ~ comes from the "interior" 
...::2 '42 ~2 2
region tl 	 q -;:..,. (wI ,.0., wN ) >"> m and is independent of the masses 0 
When Eq. (5.6) is integrated over all the xi and \ti each term 
in the ~ contributes equally. For a given i,one can permute the 
factors of or the arguments of a given /c without obtaining ac i i 
distinct term. The number of terms with this symmetry is well known 
to be 
N ! 
Thus one obtains 
c;,~1 =: L [N ~ Y-m.--:-I-\ll-l-)~i ') (.~~
" {l'\\;\ .,=I.A... 
\\1 ~ L 0 \. ~ \c:;1.. 
~ t ~;} 1.:\ ~. 
Combining Eqs. (501) and (503) and using the restriction (507) gives 
F(N) " i'it ~ l (~)~C·l'h\~ 	 (5011) 
I (~'1_ \:1 ~. \ 32:rt'1. A ..
"'f ,­
• 
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The Born term contributes Fl~O~. 1. Summing over all N with the 
restriction (5.7) is equivalent to summing each independently.mi 
Thus the rainbow form factor has the form 
r\ t'1,'l '" ~ { l-=o~) l Lt-,~,) ~ CY\.") l"';} 
• 
~,,~ -l ~\ ~?t-,)lell~')} . 

The physical meaning of the derivation of Eq. (5.12) is as 
follows~ The amplitude of a particular diagram is analogous to 
the parti tion function of a canonical ensemble of pions ina 
transverse momentum space of volume equal to In{q2/m2 ). Equation 
(5.4) can be interpreted as saying that the interaction has a 
"finite range~~ The ensemble can therefore be analyzed in terms 
of all possible ways in which the pions can cluster together, with 
no interaction between the clusters. This ilcluster decomposition" 
is restricted by the number of particles available. However, in 
the sum over all orders, analogous to a grand canomioal ensemble, 
one has any number of clusters of a given type. The '~grand partition 
function" thus breaks into a product of functions for the noninter~ 
acting clusters, which is Eq. (5.12). 
The ampli tude of a particular diagram given in Eq. (5" 10) is 
rather complicated and can be misleading.. For example, if one sums 
up the "next-to-leading" terms from each diagram, one obtains 
r., .:L 1- ~J. 1 ,_..... 2- G.\ ~'t 
·t1 (~) i1AL~2-) J \.~1.) 
where Al ~nd 9 2 are defined by Eqo (5.9). This is larger thafi the 
"leading" terms by a factor of In{q2/m2)j21 
Bo The "Interior Region" 
In order to better understand Eq. (509), consider the various 
2 2
contributing regions of integration. Since q -:.'> m , and ON ~ 0 
unless the pion momenta are clustered together in momentum space, 
only the following regions contribute: 
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.....2 (-"" 2 _'> 2 2(a) 	 q '?'> wI ~ •• 0 ~wN ) ~ m , 

....2 (_,,2 ."..2) 2
(b) 	 q ~ w ~ "" 0 ~ .,."> m ,wN
",!,2 ..::p.12 -+ 2) 2 ( c ) 	 y.» (1f1 ~ ° ° ° ~w '>.,. mN 0 
The oontribution of region (a) is explici tly independent of -i ° In 
region (b) one can write 1'i-:- tql(~/lq\) and "iti ' =\<t\[-:i/1ql -xiaJ 
where a is a unit vector. It is then found that all the q2 depend­
. 22 ....2 
ence.; cancels out ° The q dependence can therefore come only from 
region (0) which is called the "interior region~n 
In the interior region any particular transverse pion momentum, 
-+ 2 I 2....:.2 -1!.. 2 
say wi ' is integrated from vl/~)m to G'q ° Any other wk may for 2
example be integr~ted ~rom tCk_l'\:_12 to (11/Gk_l )\tk_1 (where f.,€:-f, 
~, ~' «1 and \to 5 w"N in cN) ° The eN in this region are thus 
eventually determined by integrals of the form 
• • • 
where gN takes the form of ~ given in Eq. (4.13), and is indepen~ 
dent of ~o Note that in this form one must integrate in the fo110w­
-":> 2 ..... 2 .....!I>2~2 -'> 2.....,.2ing order: ,wi _ ,ooo,wl ,wN ,ooo,wi +l ,Wi However, the0wi _l 2 ~2
result of the first N-l integrations is independent of Wi" To see 
this, let ~k = ~k/\~k~l ,so that 
-'> .....:» ( -). \ -"" \) \ -'>.> t 
VII\(, = "\co \. \V'K_\ \ ••• \/1+\ w:. 
With this substitution in Eqo (5014) the integrand and the limits 
....!;>2become independent of Wi" Also, only the N-l relative angles 
appear, so one angular integration can be done trivially in the 
interior o Now, cN involves various permutations of the gN0 One 
-41' 
can always scale out WI say, a.lthough it will appear in a different 
~ position in each term. The WI integration then gives just 
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2 2· I
'\T In( 'E:-'q 1m)" The dependence on ~ and €: will cancel when regions 
(a) and (b) are included. The remaining coefficient in CN(<f) 
should be independent of the E:\ and 6-i ' B.nd has the form 
where N c is :c rewritten in terms of the v!. 2N N 
Note that aN is independent of both M and~" Phys ically one 
might expect correlations of pions to depend on ;v-2 " In the 4r' lad­
der model, contibutions from longitudinal correlations depend on 
the mass of the "internal" particles. 3 In the present case the 
--+ 2 2pion mass appears as a shift of origin, i.e.~ in the form wi +~ 
and the transverse pion correlations do not depend on it. The 
constants a and are calculated, from Eq. (5.15)J in Appendix B.l a2 
They agree with the results of Section III. The constant term bN 
appearing in Eq. (5,,9) comes from the "surface" regions (a) and 
(b), and contains all the mass dependence. 
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CHAPTER 6 0 CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the cluster expansion in neutral pseudoscalar field 
theory, one can conclude that the Dirac form factor of the proton 
23for rainbow diagrams has the structure
o
where g is the 11' p coupling constant, rand M are the pion and 
proton mass, respectively, and m is an arbitrary scale factor. 
The functions A and B represent volume and surface effects, respec.~-
·t1vely, in a transverse momentum space of volume equal to In( -q 21m2 ~ 
They have the form 
, 
(6.2) 

In particular, a - -1, b • 0, and 8- : _22"1 1 .c 
According to experiments on electron-prot9n scattering, one 
should expect that A~ 2. If any of the a are posi tive in this 
n 2. 2
model the sign of A may depend on the value of' q and g. However, 
one is not led to expect this from the first two terms. 
The following points should be emphasized regarding this cal­
culation: 
(1) It is particularly interesting that renormalization does 
not destroy the crucial factorization property. This indicates 
that the concept of cluster expansion may be useful for analyzing 
other processes involving spin. Its potential phenomenological 
usefulness for relating exclusive in inclusive production of spin= 
241less particles has recently been pointed out. The basic ideas may 
also be valid for particles with spin. 
(2) The rapid damping of the elastic form factor for large 
-q is due to the increased probability that the pions will be 
emitted as bremmstrahlung. A previously studied model for the 
2 
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inelastic proce~s, 25 similar in structure to the elastic one 
analyzed here, is shown in Fig. ]5. When just the bare vertex 
is included, the inelastic form factor W2 in the deep-inelastic 
region factors into a part associated with the "outer rainbow" 
and one associAted with the "inner rainbow". The outer rainbow 
depends on the frpction of longitudinal momentum on the proton 
immediately before the current insertiono If one does a Mellin 
transform on this parameter the outer ra.inbow factor 'is 
"l.. 
{ s.. ~'Vll*,d L t tX r l'trtr'l A(A+ t) J - , 
where i\ is a "longitudinal impact parameter." The inner rainbow 
factor is simply 
The cluster expansion may provide a mechanism for inclusion of the 
nonleading terms o Secondly, comparison with the form factor result 
suggests that an appropriate vertex function in Fig. 12 may help 
restore scaling to vW2 • However, one would have to deal with the 
problem of gauge invariance o 
(3) It is important to realize that the sum of leading terms 
can only suggest the general form of an amplitude. It is not by 
itself significant except in the weak coupling limit, as one can 
readily see from the first two terms in EQ. (6.2)0 
, 2 
Grouping terms of the same order in g and the same power in 
In(-q21m2 ) CRn be extremely misleading, as the sum of "next-to 
-leadi ng terms It indicates.. [See (5.13).] One must first ident ify 
the phySical mechanism for the S11m of leading terms, and include 
the nonleadi ng terms as a modification on this fundamental uni t .. 
In the present model this mechanism is the association of In(Qf/m2 ) 
with independent regions in the transverse phase space. In general 
all possible correlations are important. This strongly suggests 
that a nonperturbative approach is essential to a quantitative 
49 
understanding of high-energy processes involving strong interactions., 
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APPENDIX A • CURRENT CONSERVATION 
This appendix examines the two-pion on-shell rainbow, showing 
how a symmetry in Feynman parameters gives a conserved current. The 
argument is a straightforward generalization of the one-pion case. 
In the notation of Fig. I the denominator factors can be com­
bined as usual to give 
-\-- 0(4LC\'-W,- w1.) t.._ M'l.l +- c{s;- rq>'-W,-Wz):" M 1.) 
+ rI. ~ (w1-'- r 'l. ) 
(\- ~c.)wi'-+ (J4-+ Js -t- c(l... )w-;: + (0(++ is)2 WIG"", 
- :tVIt'-l( c{rt ~4-) ~ + (~2.+o(s:-) P '] - 1 Wl· (c4P+ .{ s-p'] - (el. 3*,( fa ))-'-1-,. 
The appropriate translation to cancel the cross terms is of the form 
=. ,u,' -+ \ n / h I "I W I 1 h b11,/n k - I LWI 1V """r T IN r ? '1"2.- - . t ,.. ') r T t" (Ao2) 
where 
(de't A)-\ \. 0(, '0(4 +- ,{;;;) + O{(, (0(\ +- ,(4)1 ., 
a..( = (de-t" A)~ I L0(2. (al-+ + .fs ) + r1..b (J.1..+ o<s)] , (A. 3) 
b -= Lde-;tAY'[-lol.,+O(+)(d++oiS') + (\-J,,)olfJ , 
\,1 -= (d.etA)-' (-Coiz+olS )(d4+Js)+ (l-oI,,)Js-J,and 
A (A.4) 
In the primed variables one finds 
\)'1. -;:. {(\-JowI" + (04+ is"+../L.) w;t. - ~"I~I (LJ,+Jt) 0.,' +~1:\.J$'")o.. +~b+oI~B 
- (V\"l.L(oli+J.+)0.. + (~1.4- r).~)()..1 + dfb-t. olS'b'l- LJ 3 +Dt, )r""--J ~ (A.5) 
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It is easy to check that this is invariant under the permutation 
6> = (c{3)(.:(6)(ot1d2)(O<4~) in which one interchanges eX l and c(2 and d4 and ~5. [Note that this interchanges a>' a' and b, b'o] Since 
the oc-space integration is completely symmetric only the part of 
the numerator invariant under ~ contributes. Thus one can make the 
following replacement in the numerator: 
Terms linear in Wi or w2 integrate to zero. So do the antisym­
metric parts of w~wlvand w~w2Y , so that one can also make the 
following repl~cenent in the numerator: 
" 1. '2: 'I ~ I (( '"2
w'fW,,, ~ .if' ~f'IIWI 1 VI./'r W't v 4 orv Wl.. • 
. In the originel variables the numeraor can be written 
~ q/) [( 2,.wI , P- w,c..) ( 2..""'1" ~'- WI2.r~.~ -(lw,"p - w,") v6\Vt7..~ 
(A<>8) 
- (l.WI·r.~ w,"t.)~ ~z...WI + ~ W,. O'r o/ta WI J ..u.(pJ • 
The first term is' clearly conserved. If one makes the substitution 
of Eq. (A.2), dropping any terms linear in WI' or w2 ', and using 
(A.7), both the sum of the cross terms and the last term in (A o8) 
can be cast into the form 
A[a.1o-.'; bJ\/)~ -+ \3(o..)cJ; 6,b')f~ + B(ct/,4.~ b')b) Pr # 
Thus the use of (A.6) gives 
~ tA{Cl,a..' i b,b') + A(t.L')Cl.)h'Jb)]o'r 
-\- ~ \:.\3 (ct,c.. l; b,b') 4- 8(/4,,>%.; b'Jb)lLp(+ ~)I'" ? 
which is indeed conserved. 
APPENIDI:X::B. TRACES 

This appendix shows how the numerators to 2third order in g can 
be cast into the form of e "transverse" trace. One begins with the 
relation 
After the ,%'s are eliminated, the numerator takes the form 
l Tr ['0+ ""r\: M) (Kt-MJ" • to CI~'~ M )1f4-(itN±PA) .... (J1'i: 1\Il)~tM)J, (B.2) 
where the Ai and Bi are 4-vectors and the sign of M alternates due 
to commuting the 0"5's. One can define A~N) by commuting the left-
hand «+' so that 
~+~I+M)0(l--M) ••• fANtM) = .tAiN~(_)f'.~\M)(A1.+M)." .(A}M)l+'(B.3) 
and simi larly for B~N). Then one ha,s 
\v- (tArlJ31N )] -= Tv- (1(+(.(f~· M)(,(t-M) • -. (t¥.}-M)¥+ 
X(~NtM) .... .. (fb.;:; fv\)(~I+M)J 
+ T r l1r+flrcM) CK'I..+ M ) .... '(((N~ M)~(tN+ \V\) _•.o6*M~I+t\11f:"4 ) 
which follows from the cyclic property of the trace and the fact 
that~2 • O. The second term on the right differs from the first 
only in the sign of M. However, any odd power of M is multiplied 
by the trace of an odd number of Dirac matrices, which vanishes. 
So the two terms in Eqo (B.4) are equal. Thus one finds 
~Trl~+~r4-M) .... U(~M)O:(ItN±M) •.,$I+r\15] - ~~LA~B:Nj. (B.5) 
2In first order in g one has 
"(t l'f~M)l¥'_WI-M) -= :1. [(~~\ll-M) - (1-'X-I)(l'~M)l 
-4- (~-tV\)(~/-..I\+M)1G. , 
and similarly for the other ~+. So one obtains 
A ll) I I. + = ?(.I~- vv,-'X.,M 
6~~)=- }4\ - 1<.1 ~ - Xw\ M 
Note that the plus components of xIP'-w1 and wl-xIP vanish. Thus 
their dot product is just~l r "Wi where Vi I =71-xlct. In higher 
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orders it is more convenient to leave the result in trace form. 
One can define a "transverse trace" by 
(B.7 ) 
along with the usual rules for reducing larger traces. Then the 
one-pion numerator is 
-~Tr r(~,(-x,M)L~-x,M)l (B.8) 
where the 04erall sign is from l)5~r5 • -~. 
In O(g ) one has 
{)-+ Lf~M)( fS'- ~,-M) CP'~ ~ -Wt-+- 'vn 
l.l(t.J~/_'A-XlvVt)(~!.JI-W2-+M) -+ (\-'X.,-Y.l) (~~M) (~~WI +- M) l 
- (~'- M) ( ~:: WI -+ M) ( ,,~WI-~'t - M) 11'+ " . 
In order to cast the first term of A~2) as a product of factors 
with vanishing plus component, one can write 
f'-~") -= (XI ¥~ ~ - XI M) [ (~\+X-l.) y~wl -v/!?.+ Ml 
+ (\-)(,-"1)(.l", ~~¥~> x, "''\') ~'+ (~~M)( Vi. WI +M)}-.. (Bo 9) 
2 2 
4After the minus integration one has wI =~ Then the term in 
curly brackets becomes 
Ct., ~~~\ -'X., M) ~ ,_ !);'-- M) vOl ::: ~, [(Xdl1 ~vPl-X\ MX'Xt, ~~~, ') - .Pz.l 
So the two terms in Eq. (Bo9) can be combined. B~2) has the same 
form with xIP'-wl ~ wl-xlP. Thus the two-pion numerator after 
minus integrations can be written in the notation of Eq .. (B.8) as 
~ T~{ [< 1t:~1M ) ( \-;"1//+~~'+M) - \-Y.-\~\'t-2. fl.] 
X l ('-;,1.)~ + ~1. +-M) (~- 'X1 M) _\--x:~x:r. j-t1.J1 ~ (B. 10) 
Just as in Eq. (Bo9) one can write A~3) as A~2)[(Xl+X2+X3).f' 
-wl -w2-w -M] plus (I-Xl -x2-X ) times the term3 3
L(f, ~f_WI-X"M) V; - \-~-z.~J-y02.+M - \-IG,;,JC-z. jA-q V' 
-(~~M)(¥~Y&,+M)( ~~vC'-~1..- M) • (Boll) 
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222When wI =~ • w the last term in this expression can, after some2 
algebra, be written 
\ \( be' ( f I X. ./. .J. +,,/\ ,-)G~~X:1. AJ,:&l,,",
- %\ 1.. 'X,q' - -vG1- X, M) ~ - --x;' TVI - ]IV, 1"\ I - / f 1", 
-+ (X, ~~ ~l -~\ M) ~M1. - ~1. ( \1\1. + ~1~~2. ) 1 
+ ~1. (1L1. ~'_ ~~ - ~ I ~j\) • 
. XI 
Then the three-pion numerator can be written: 
- ~T\- ({[<1t Ll',M) ( '-~. ~I'+ ;t{ +M) ­
1-)(:1. -')(.10 -7' I -)0' I :-7 I )X ( "I '1Ut + 'f..h ..(... ItV3 - IV\ 
where it is understood.. in {w.:2. --=iI' ~"4} that the order of Dt'rac 
matrices is reversed, as in Eqo (BolO). 
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APPENDIX C. CORRE.LATION COEFFICIENTS 
Here the constants and a2 , associated with one- and two­al 
pion correlations in the interior, are calculated. 
The one~pion correlation function in the interior region is 
e~sily found from Eq. (3.13) to be: 
--" ..:II'> 's _.......>t 1\ 
C,(OJWIIO) == ca-, (°,""11 0 ) ::: - t1(\-~,1X,1 • 
Thus Eq. (5 15) gives0 
ill :: 1T ) 2.$1 r-eCl-X,) Xl] - -, 1 
which is just the result found in Eq. (3.17). 

The two-pion correlation function in the interior is~ 

+ 
The function f2 given by Eq. (3. 21) becomes relatively Simple in 
this region. It appears in Eq. (3.28)& After changing variables 
410 ... l..>p 
. to v2 =w2/ wl ' one finds 
where 
"
wI is a unit· transverse vector, and X l ,2'> 00 Letting x2 .... 
(1-x l )X2 in the first term and xl ~ (1-x2 )x l in the second, this 
,becomes 
--2Note that as ~ QO the first and third terms cancel and thev2 
-2second converges. As ~ 0 the first term converges and thev2 
second and third cancel. Thus if the terms are integrated indi­
vidually from e- to l/E-' where €-, G' c::;c: 1, the divergent parts will 
cancel. Since the first term is only logarithmically divergent 
at tne upper limit, a shift will not affect ito The seoond and 
third terms are divergent at the origin, however, and must be 
shifted together. 
In the first term one can put 
(C.6) 
to eliminate the angular dependence in the denominator. The cross 
term in the numerator then integrates to zero, and the remaining 
tra.nsverse integral is: 
This has the Same form as the second and third-from-the-last terms 
in Eqo (3.29), where no shift waS performed. 
In the last two terms of Eqo (C. 5) one ca,n perform the shift 
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Then the transverse integral becomes: 
\ ~/Z 
- 'a. 'V'L,
"'I 
'tZ.{\-~I) j2. 
XI ( l- XI ( \- x,t.)1. 
-2The divergence at the origin has been shifted to 
2 
v2 
[(x l / (1-xl (1-x2»] . The integrand vanishes at that pOint, so 
only the principle part contributes. Because of the absolute 
value, the integral takes the form F(CX)-F(a+~)-[F(a-€)-F(O)] 
where a is the singular point. The (C.9) becomes 
-1\ t t'Vt ( ~,) - 1~ F'\ ~-:\)] - \ + \;~l- 1 · (C. 10) 
When this is added to OC .. 7) the e. r cancels. Inserting the result 
in place of the transverse integral in Eq. (C o 5) one obtains: 
50..1.::'. - (l - \ + '2. ) (C"ll)1 
which agrees with the result found in Eq. (3030). 
Table I 
Behavior of One-Pion Integrand in Transverse Momentum Space 
-» -J)Transverse Region f 1 (q,lt1,m) f 1( O,w1,m) gl(q,w1,m) 
~2 
WI <:<. 2 m 
€-1 <= 1 G1 
~2
wI 1;::. 
2 
m 
€-1' €-2 1 1 
42 Q 
~2>.,. WI '>'> 2 m 6-2 , ~ 1 1 
_2 
WI ~ 
~ q 1 1 1 
...... 2 ~ 
WI"'> q 1 1 6 4 
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PART III. ZO PHOTOPRODUCTION 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Much work has been concentrated on the asymptotic properties 
of quantum electrodynamics in attempts both to test the theoryl and 
2to find qualitative ideas which might apply to strong interactions. 
It is interesting to consider such questions in the context of re­
normalizable Weinberg-Salam models which unify weak and elect~o­
magn~tic. interactions in spontaneously broken gau6e symmetrie~o 3 ' 
The electon, muon, and photon become members of gauge multiplets 
involving a large spectrum of charge, mass, and spin states Theseo 
may cause deviations in the tests of ffisola.ted tt quantum electro­
dynamics and may shed some light on its qualitative features as 
well. 
+If charged vector bosons W- are exchanged in the known weak 
o veotor 0 processes, then a neutral lepton L or a neutral!\bOSOn Z must be 
+ - + - 4exchanged in e e 	 ___ W W if the Froissart bound is to be satisfied" 
o
,Existence of the Z would change the electromagnetic interaction 
Lagrangian to 
;{e~ -:: - L ~e} g\f-4 -{- (~v - ~ A0-b ),~Zf'] l- )
, 
where L is A lepton field of cherge e, A and Z are the photon and 
oZ fields, and gv and ,gA are model-dependent constants o 
o . 
In order to really know jf the Z exists, on~ would like to 
produce it and detect its decay products. It can be electro­
magnetically produced in two. ways 0 In colliding electron 
beams one has 5 e+e- -;.. ZO and in photon beams on nuclea!" targets 
one has ~N ~ ZONe Here we study the high energy behavior of the 
photoproduction process, neglecting the nuclear structure. This 
generalizes previous results for De elastic and Delbriick scattering6 
by gi ving the final p'hoton amass7 and also an axial coupling. 
It should always be kept in mind that the ZO mass will be at 
8least an the ordrr of a few Gev. This will have significant 
effects on: (a) the required incident energy, (b) the range of 
momentum transfers involved, (c) the role of the nUCleus, (d) the 
•size of the cross sections, and (e) the decay. 
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This part of the thesis is organized as follows~ Chapter 2 
summarizes the relevant kinematics and the infinite-momentum 
technique o Chapters 3 and 4 give the derivations of the on& and 
two-photon amplitudes o Chapter 5 is a discussion of results and 
various extensions. Finally, evaluation of some traces and 
discussion of numerical details are given in two appendices o 
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CHAPTER 2. KINEMATICS 
The general ZO photoproduction process is shown in Fig.~. A 
photon of 4-momentum q i.S--inc:ird-ent upon some target of 4-momentum 
p and mass m, producing a ZO of 4-momentum q' and mass M, plus 
missing maSS mt. In the laboratory the photon energy and the energy 
transferred to the target are given by 
w = ) (2.1) 
) 	 (2.2) 
2
respectively, where s • (p+q) is the total center-of-mass energy 
squared and t • (q._q)2 is the center-of-mass momentum transfer 
squared. The primaryCquestion here is whether the ZO can be pro­
duced even under ideal condi tions 0 So we consider the limit w-.. 00 
with the other variables held fixed. Corrections of O(M/w) will 
tend to decrease the result. 
A. 	 Scales for the Momentum Transfer 
In the forward direction t is given by 
~)w • 	 (2.3) 
• 2In terms of the natural variable tIM , we have elastic scattering 
. 	 2 2 2 2 . 
when tIM ~O(M /w ), pion production when tIM - O(m~w), amd a third 
region in which t/M2~O(1)o ·Which region is of interest depends on 
the backgrounds to the possible ZO decays, and all possibilities 
should be considered. There will be a peak in the forw~rd direction 
as in Delbruck scattering, growing like ln2(w) due to virtual pro­
duction of lepton pairs in the photon In thi"s study we concentrateo 
only on such photon exchange contributions to Fig.16. To lowest 
order in the fine structure constant ~ and to all orders in ~, 
where Z is the number of unit charges in the target, the process 
involves a single lepton loop as shown in Fig.17. 
Photon exchange processes are also of interest outside the t i 
m n 
region. Larger t values may be helpful in eliminating some back~ 
ground, and may provide qualitative ideas for more general Compton­
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2type processes 0 Here we study the region t/M2 ;v-O( 1) 0 As t/M -. 0 
the result must join smoothly with the forward behavior, so that 
For a given value of t we imagine integrating over all acces­
2 c
sable values of ml or Vo The electron-proton inelastic experiments~ 
indicate that the result may be on the same order as the pointlike 
process. Information on the region intermediate between the forward 
and scaling regions will depend on details of the target. These 
may well be important, but we make no attempt to include them at 
this stage. As a first step, then, we study the pointlike process 
Ye ...,. ZOe. 
B. Standard Frames 
The centr~l advantage of the p± variables in 2 ~2 processes 
at high energy is the fact that in the center-of-mass frame one 
p~rticle carries only a large p+ and the other carries only a large 
p ~O Since the momentum transfer tends to be small and purely 
transverse, this sept=lr~tion between p+ and p tends to be unaffected 
by the interaction• 
. 
The center-of-mass frame is shown in Fig.18 with the beam 
directed along the 3-axis with momentum 
In the ,notation of Eq. (2.1) of Part I this gives 
? ,= 
(2.6 ) 
so the beam has only large ~ and the target has only large p 0 
(The apparent dependence on m eventually cancels for poi ntli ke 
targets.) If the 4-momentum transfer is written 
:t 
• 
(2. 7 ) 
Then the mass-shell conditions for ql and pI imply 
" ""L=:: 
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If we require 
w 
) (2.8 ) 
then k± c~n be neglected and we have 
Condition (2.8 ) will be assumed true here. 
When t is finite and transverse the s-dependence of photon 
exchange Flmplitudes can be scaled out with Lorentz transformations 
as in (2.8) of Part I. The incoming momentum q (or p) is finite 
i oa. frame movi ng with the photon (or target). For example, the 
matrix element for one-photon exchange has the form 
(2.,10) 

11Here A may be evaluated by boosting with rapidity ~r = In( q+) so 
that A = (A~q+,A,A:/q+) where AJ is finite. Similarly B ma.y be 
ev"'luated by boosting with rapidity f' = In(l/p_) so that B = 
(B~/p.:.,B,B:p_) where B; is finite. Then we have 
, I" -')-"":> ~ f3f'- -= 1:. a-+h_A:B~' -\- -- A (3 - A·fS 
I • r- 2. t -+ \'- - + ( 2. 11) 
- 'WI\.\) lA~ \,?>~' + 0 (\ I htw) J . 
In the frame defined by ~t the arguments of A are 
stlllndard frame \ ~ = (1)0"'» 0 I } (2012) 
for the photon -1.. \L--::::, ( C)~ l~\ M'l) ) 
where k+~ O(1/2mw) and k is fixed by q,2= M20 In the frame defined 
by ~" the ~rguments of B Rre 
-"),. --"> (1.£ \(standard frame { " = ) ) 0) ) ( 20 13)'l. -'>for the target 0 \ )( 'l1fI\' = ) ) )
2 2
where k _ tv O( 1/2mw) and k+ is fixed by p' = m When n photons are0 
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exchanged,Eq. (2.15) applies to each pair of indices, so that 
A~, .. t'k Bf···;ft,... -=- ~W)1-\ [A:.. :+ 13_':.._+ OO/'MW) 1 
and there are n-l integrations 
( 2.15 ) 

so the result is still linear in~. 
This simple factorization of the energy dependence breaks down 
near tmin when k± become important, but as long as (2.8) holds, 
all calculations may be done in terms of the energy-independent 
momenta in the standard frames,_ 
Two additional ,standard-frame results are needed. Firstly, if 
u).. is a Dirac spinor of helici ty A) bhen'in the target frame one has 
(2016 ) 

so that the target helici ty is alwayf.;l conseryed. Secondly,. if €;.( r) 
is a spin-l po1.F:!riz~tion vector .with 4-mo.mentum r, then in the 
photon fr~me one finds 
-"> -"'> -"> ~± \ ( \-) == (0) €o± I 2. \- • 41 )
) 
~ ......")~(y..) = -2Mlo o)\) +J 
where the transverse helicity vector is 
and M is the mass. 
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CHAPTER 3. ONE-PHOTON EXCHANGE 
The one-photon exchange term of ZO photoproouction from a 
point target is shown in Fig.19. By charge conjugation iRvariaRce 
only the axial current contributes at the ZO vertex, and the second 
diagram just gives a factor of 2. By power counting the loop appears 
to be linearly divergent, b~t conservation of the two vector currents 
12
renders it finite. However, as emphasized by Adler, a shift of 
integration may introduce a surface term. The ambiguity is resolved 
by routing the loop momentum so as to give the photons Bose symmetry. 
A second apparent divergence comes when t :: -k-»2 ...:,:.. 0, because of 
the infinite range of the interaction. When the ZO mass is non­
zero this is also eliminated by current conservation, because in 
the photon fr~me one has 
~)/}' -::. i C~>-I- M1.) A: ­
so th~t A+ must vanish as ~ ~ O. 
A. Derivation of the Amplitude 
Combining Eqso (2.10), (2.11), and (2016) we find that the 
infinite energy amplitude has the"form 
(3. 2 ) 

Note that the dependence on the target mass cancels, indicating 
that our results are equivalemt to those for a fixed potential. 
. 12 A~ can be written in terms of the VVA vertex function Rtrff'­
as 
where e is the electric charge, gA is the axial coupling constant 
~ppearing in Eq. (101), £ is the photon polarization vector (purely 
transverse since q :: 0) and €* is the ZO polarization vector. In 
writing down Ri + we letr 
(3.3 ) 
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Factoring fo and for out of the denominators of the lepton propagators, 
we can write 
XI:w -~ -I- : II 1 li"--~'• \ ~1[w -(.:'!-M':J _it-;;:'t+ "'t -+ ~ .li.l ) ( 3 • 5 )
- ~ 7i. - ~' _(>' - - ~ I _ ~ f 
where T +;. is the trace of the numerator factors and mJ.. is thei 
lepton masso Consider the contour integral of w_o Since "\2 =:: 0, 
the i+ coupling of the exchanged photo 1'1 eliminates two factors of 
w...Y+ in the numerator, So only the poles contribute The poles lieo 
im the same half-plane unless ~,~f > 0. Closing the contour in the 
lower half-plane picks out 
Combi~jDg the two remaining denominator factors with a Feynman 
parameter x, we obtain t<~4-f'-:: -:tt\~ )d0df/J(I·~71)')sdx ~d\v 
- (')X ~ l t+t 
[lw-)(~~)2.4- 'X(\-K)F\;2.+-w.l- 1<(?f./M"l. - l£ll." (307) 
2 2Note that x~~f>k, so when M > (2~) the denominator can vanisho 
Therefore the vertex fnnction has an imaginary part due to the decay 
Zo ~ t f. 
Inserting the ZO polarization vectors into Eqo (3.3), the fac­
tor in square brackets haS the form 
',...", ..... * *'1tT ::: - £~ L ~~++\L .. ~ - ~ I+S ~ ~ ) 
~ "::'. E t [ 'R ~.q.. tv\ - ? ~~M <t tIM J ~ / J 
associated with transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) ZO, respectively. 
Only the longitudinal factor,which involves Ri +_ in the last term, 
has the ambiguous linear diver/2'ence mentioned above. This can be 
handled with Adler's "anomalous"Ward identity", 13 expressed in the 
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photon frame as 
(3.9 ) 
where the first term is the "naive" divergence obtained by replacing 
or by 2m"., and the second term is the t1 anomaly" • 
The numerators of the remaining terms in Eq. (3.8), Ti ++ and 
T + , are evaluated in Appendix A. No linear divergence appears,i j 
and letting 
(3.10) 
we obtain 
The transverse integral in fT appears logarithmically divergent 
at the upper limit, but since the coefficient is antisymmetric in 
~ and ~', it integrates to zero. The logarithmic term from the 
lower limit can be integrated by parts over x as follows 
\' Id n l r.~2 1. ~ I 1. r ) 1.. I r"I..()~ X J-'lt\\X(\-x.)~1.t -t-')'Y\.t-\f""_li -= - .Q'\Il('W\.Q-YfM-\'t.) 
+ ~Idx 1(.(\-:z.X)&2~')._-X(?t>IM1. (3. 13) 
C) ~(\-X)rV:?+'\MJ'l..-'X~~/M.:a.._{e) 
~nd again the first term does not contribute by symmetryo After 
some algebra we find 
and 
(3.15) 
These equations have a number of interesting properties Theyo 
-"I­
vanish when k ~ 0, as we have seen from current conservatiot!lo Since 
~: := -t;.' we find that tt-" 2 in Eq. (3.14) and the polarization 
vectors can be replaced by -i~.u.1 f where r and )AI are the photon and 
o / 14Z helicities. This is essentially the Primakoff effect and does 
Mot hold for two-photon exchsMge. Finally, if we neglect the lepton 
mass in Eq. (~,.15) then as ·~2k ..... °.the first term is caRcelled by 
the Adler anomaly,
I 
thus verifying angular momentum conservation. 
Since m~/M is small for 
.'in more detail. 
the known leptons we examifte that limit 
Bo Zero Lepton Mass Helicity Amplitudes 
Taking the limit m ~ ° in the last two equations and cancel­J 
ling a factor x in numerator and denominator, we can carry out the 
x integral trivially. The result is 
~T= -~~l.r~r'Sd~'d~/Jc\-f-,6I) (f'-~) J.~(~2~~-f/,'- rE) ) 
-'OJ. 
e.- -» ...... [(I I ; 'M2 Q ( ~1 ~z. -111' ~ E- J 
T 1..=- - ~1ll( £. X ~) jr.\~~ cl(\-~-r> )2~ =t2. 'V\ I M ~ty - l J + l ) (3.17) 
where 1n(x-iE) • In ~1 +·i~(x). If we define 
then Eq. (3.2) becomes 
ol. 1. tl..Yv\i -::: - lfiw tt: M2 -2t cl>.,).' f6t(Mt) (3.19 ) 
where we have inserted the units and also set e2/4~ =~. The re­
maining integral in Eqso (3.16) and (3.17) gives the final results 
in the form 
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(3. 20 ) 

(3 .. 21) 

The most striking result here is the rapid damping of the 
2
amplitude with increasing M" This is simply a result of current 
conservation and dimensional analysis, and therefore it is 
true for multiphoton excha.nge as well. It is unfortunate that 
even at infinite energy and forward angles we cannot overcome 
this rapid damping. 
As ~/M2 ~ 0 we see from Eq. (3020) that 

-.... 
 -~ _J.-u('2.W)1..
fo ~ .Q'Vl( ~L) M ) 
where we assume that the behavior is smooth as \~l ~ 2/2W.k
min= M
The ~mplitude is pure imaginary in this limit and associated with 
the production of the lepton pair a.s shown in Fig .. 20. The total 
cross section for pair production is given by the imaginary part 
of the forward Delbruck amPlitude,15 and can be written as 
(3 .. 23 ) 
The characteristic logarithmic behavior which is reflected in (3,,22) 
is not affected by the outgoing particle or, as we will see, by the 
number of photons exchanged. In the next chapter we study the two~ 
photon case, generalizing the DelbrUck scattering by giving the 
final photon a m~ss. 
CHAPTER 40 TWO-PHOTON EXCHANGE 
In this ch~pter the high energy limit of the amplitude repre­
sented by Fig.21 is derived. The algebra closely parallels the 
one-photon case o The limit mt/M ~ 0 is then taken and the results 
given in ~ form like Eqs. (3.19) to (3 021), with additional inte­
grals over the relative transverse momenta of the exchanged photons 
and a Feynman parameter. A graph of the momentum transfer behavior 
. of f', obtained by numerical integration, is shown in order to 
() 
exhibit the characteristic logarithmic behavior 0 
A. 	 Derivation of the Amplitude 

The two-photon amplitude has the form 

I 
--\. 	 A/QIr
'ti"+ 'I ~ ++ 1.)__ ) 
according to the discussion of Chapter 2, and where kl + k2= k. 
Since kl± must be finite in the center-of-mass, the behavior in 
the standard frames is 
\L~_) \£.~~ 0 ll.0)'"V 
BIf is the sum of two terms in which the target emits kl before 
k2' ",nd then k2 before kl (labelled "kl and k2 crossed" in Fig 6). 
According to Eqso (2.10) of Part I, and Eqs. (2.16) and (402), these 
o 
I /I 
\(\.\- 1 k \­
is purely imaginary, giving 
B~~ , t 'l. d /1 cJ. I-:::::. - 4:r\ t (- le ) ( \L 1+) ~ >-,' 1M. 
is therefore trivial and Eq. (401) 
so that the sum 
The k"1+ integral 
'I <". 
- 'i.\-\-- -\- l € 
'2... eJ)...')...1 11N1. 
~~ +i' ) 
(4.3) 
becomes 
(4.4 ) 
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As in the one~photon exchange, current conservation requires 
~2 ~2 ~ 
that A~+ vanishes as either Kl or k2 vanishes So when k = 0,o 
-+2Eqo (404) is logarithmically divergent as kl ~O, which implies 
~2
that Yn2 ~ In(k ) as expected& Current conservation also implies 
that only the first diagram in Fig.2l need be evaluated. The 
second two are easily seen to be only functions of k, so if we 
4 -'l> -.-:l)
call the contribution from the first A( kl'k2 ) [symmetric in kl 
and k-? 2 ] then the total must have the form 
(4.5) 
in order to satisfy current conservation. 
-"'> - ....The function A( k ,k2 ) can be written similarly to Eq. (303) asl 
(4,,6) 
and with the notation of Eqo (304) we have 
The numerator here is independent of the minus components because 
~+2= 0 0 The variables wand y_: w_- kl _ decouple and their poles 
lie in the same half-plane unless ~,0''''0. Closing each contour in 
the lower half-plane picks out 
'IN_ = ~2..J.: wJ: )f 
(-;i 4-~~) ':\. ~ (4.8)
':1- = ~ 
Using a Feynmpn parameter x to combine the two remaining denomina­
tors, we find 
where 
( 4. 10) 

This is a simple generalizatifn of the one-photon expression, Eqo 
(307), and again it has an imaginary part due to ZO decay when M2> 
(2m.. )2. 
As before, we derine the term in square brackets in Eq. (4 0 6) 
as fT or fL for transverse or longitudinal zoo Since the vector 
current is conserved we have 
so the second term of ~o(q') does not contribute to fLo The traces 
T+i ++ and T+i + j are evaluat~d in Appendix A, and letting 
-.... ....... I --» 
W = \N -?t l< J (4012) 
we obtain 
~ f (~'> ~"\ "I.. (' ( I r1 r 
TT \:;"l't;2..)-= %('2..11) )d~dp C)cl-f-f) Jdx. Jd,\,Al1 
( -"> -"-) 1? -'? C I -,>1 0 -') -") -")4- f~ ~(\-,,) T.(. ~ \,. ~"* +(l-'2.f~)W L -\- I"(v\Q'L - 'K.(, -'to R"1 l.. ~ * 
tvJ'/2.-t- 'X(\-?()~L - '(~{'?,/ML._ (~J 2. ) (40 13) 
'r;>r -"J. \ A.I( ( -'> -"> 
TLl ".'J"l.)";:". 8(Z1l)?)41~ 6c1-~"!..')) aX. \d'tv' -.l.M~(.J~r>-(? ) -;( 1<. L .( 4" 14) 
(. (3 [;]>/2+ ¥:(l-x..l '-- <X.~f/M 1..- ~ E ] L 
The logarithmic divergence in fT will clearly cancel when the sub­
traction indicated by Eqo (4.5) is made. The logarithm from the 
lower limit can be written as in Eq. (3.13) and the first term will 
not contribute to Eqo (4.5)" If we redefine Eqs. (4013) and (4.14) 
through 
(4.15) 
then the two-photon amplitude takes the form 
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and the result of the ...w' integral is 
~\(VI,k-:) = ~ ~ )t\~~~'d(l-~-~/) o~~ 
These equations can now be directly compared to the known 
result for oe elastic and De1brUck scattering. 16 In the limit 
M ~O and gv/e = 1 the longitudinal term vanishes and the trans~ 
verse term reproduces the known result. Then the i€ can be dropped, 
so that I is purely real and the amplitude is purely imaginaryo In 
the present case we are interested in the opposite limit M ~ 00. 
B. Zero Lepton Mass He1icityAmp1itudes 
The limit m~ ~O is straightforward except for the two coeffi­
cients of t. ;* in Eqo (4" 17) which are badly behaved as x ~ 0" 
They i nvo 1 va 
) ( 4" 19) 
which diverges logarithmically when the lepton mass vanishes. How­
ever, the divergence will we cancelled in Eq. (405). We extract 
the finite p~rt as fo110ws~ In the numerator of (4,,19) we subtract 
l/x times the denominator" Such a term does not contribute to Eq. 
(4.5). After the subtraction (4019) becomes 
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(4,,20) 
In the first term of Eqo (4.20) the m 2 in the denominator cant 
safely be neglected. After cancelling out a factor of x in the 
Aumerator and denominator, we can carry out the x integral trivially. 
In the second term of Eq. (4.20) it can be shown that~ to Oem!2 ), 
the x¥ in the denominator can be dropped and the upper limit of 
the integral can be extended to infinity. We then encounter an 
integral of the form fdX f(ax) where f(ax) = m~2/(ax+m~2) and a = 
402 2 <:l x 
R - ~~'M .. Substituting this second term into Eqo (4.5) and com­
...... -'>biningit with a similar term from A(O,k), we can evaluate the 
resulting form via the identity 
ofl\'d;-\:~(ux.)-t(b?qJ= [-S-(O)- ~(Q»)1.Q:V\(~), (40 21 ) 
OQ 
which is valid whenever ~£ is continuous and ,Sd; (f(x)- f(co)] 
converges" 
By the method outlined above the x integration in Eqso (4017) 
~nd··(4.l8) can be done in the limit m,l ~O to give 
n- r,-'>~"" ~ 0{ e..l I I 
..LT \ ~I j\.L~) -= e.;r.) q~ G\~ c( l- f-~ ) 
~~~~ I ~ 
'Y. 5 "2.),r'-' ( '2.R·'i- R't-*" _ -").-'>~)\ \ + ~Q~(R'2:.~&'Mt_~E~-,
'\ 1. I (' ~1. ~ ~ L \ '-q'l. \ -~rMl. )J 
, -') 4 t$.7... ~ I A A'l. , \ 1. (
-- \-2.ff )~ .£ '* Q.'\4. l.4- ~t~f';~~\€ .) ! (4022 ) 
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where again In(x-i~) = In(xl + i~e(x)o The second term in Eqo (40 22 ) 
comes from the above identity and turns out to be just the helicity­
conserved. term. 
If we now scale all the momenta by M, defining
-"> ~ ~ ~Il. ~'Z. ~~+~ 
1,2 1"'1) ) 
and 
:-> -') C\.-.. r1., -') -)~) L-(\.<.') \o\~) =- W'\( ~r (\(\) K:z.) ) ( 4.25) 
then the two-photon ~mplitude of Eqo (4.16) takes the form 
1'Yl~ ~ tw d,}.' 4-t..~~1'../1 ~ k- t;/~".) I (4.26) 
where 
Making the change of variables 
we obtain 
where now 
The three-dimensional integrals appearing in these equations 
--,. 
h~ve been studied numerically, as discussed in Appendix B. As k -:;..0 
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only f~ has the logarithmic behavior and it is shown in Fig.22. The 
limiting form is 
The real and imaginary parts are associated with the orne-and two­
photon Bethe-Heitler p8ir production, respectively, shown in Fig.23. 
Of course in the Delbruck case the second process cannot occur and 
the first process leads to the cross section of Eq. (3.23) by the 
optical theorem. 
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CHAPTER 54 CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
We have obtained the one- and two-photon exchange contributions 
to ZO photoproduction at high energy. They have some simple proper­
ties which should be emphasized. First of all, the amplitudes 
factorize in the torm 
f 5. 1 ) 

o
where f is generally complex due to Z decay, and the lepton mass 
may be neglected. Secondly, although f contains the singular 
Coulomb potential, current conservation implies that the behavior 
is softened to In(~). As tel ~ k
min this becomes In(w), and is 
associated with production of the lepton pair. Then the dimensions 
2
of f require that it vary inversely with M Q This makes the pro­
duction extremely rare, as we can see by considering the pointlike 
cross sections. 
A. 	 Point like Cross Sections 
The differential cross sections at high energy have the torm 
Inserting the one- and two-photon exchange contributions from Eqs. 
(3. 29) and (4.26) we have 
d. <r; (I) \ ,\;\cdl...I_AI-' -= 'TI Mi ~ ~o/"( ~:) \"L) 	 (5.3 )d"k1 
d?J1:) 	 \ 1\e 1i.:3..L 	 (5.4 )-	 l\::{i ~ =:r t~ (~~) \t'1\ 	 CocrQl ~ 
When the momentum tr~msfer is small enough to neglect form factors, 
the helicity is conserved and the momentum transfer dependence is 
Simply logarithmiC, and given to within a constant by (3022) and 
(4.33). The controlling behavior is therefore the overall 1/M4 • 
By contrast, in DelbrUck scattering it is the lepton mass which 
provides the scale for the cross section. Then when lki« me , where 
-4m is t he electron mess, 5·10 Gev, we have 
e 
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,. 
( 5.5) 
If gv A/e ...... o( 1) then the ZO photoproduction is suppressed relative 
to th~ Delbrtick sc~ttering by a factor [m2jM2]..-vlO-12 for vector 
-12 2 -8 e
coupling and 10 /ot. "" 10 for axial couplings 
In the present case, however, the ZO mass also provides the 
sC/!lle of momentum transfer. We are therefore led to consider values 
~2
of k large on the hadronic scale, in the hope that summing over 
final states of the nucleus may not greatly decrease the cross sec­
tiORS" The integra.ted cross sections are 
()o( \ \ -::. \ ;~'l. t'2.1\C 0(2. <1%e )2' = s: 0 ~ l ~1'"L l 0-t b ) ( 5" 7 ) 
cr"o(2.):. L \ '\ \"~1 '- \o-}'b . (5.8) 
18
where M is in Gev. Of course in the absence of form factors these 
results should not be taken too seriously. 
B. ZO Decey 
For any decil'ly of the ZO into much smaller masses we expect a 
width on the order of 
\0- \000 (\J\ev c 
The lifetime is therefore extremely short, aAd all possible back­
grounds to a particular decay mode must be considered o 
In terms of the purely electromagnetic production considered 
here, the obvious decay mode is 
(5.10) 
The Bethe-Heitler pair production will occur Simultaneously, so we 
must co.sider the square of terms like those of Fig.24. The lowest~ 
order term produces a charge-symmetric pa.ir.. It interferes with the 
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4second Born contribution to produce an asymmetry at the level or ct • 
This has been studied in the case cif wide-angle electron pairs and 
momentum transfers to the nucleus small enough to neglect incoherent 
ertects. 19 If gA/eNO(l) (and it may be larger] term (c) ot Fig 24o 
will prod~ce' an asymmetry at the same level ot~. Its dependence 
on momentum transfer is presently being studied. 
oC. Multiphoton ~nd Z Exchan~e 
The results of this work can easily be generalized to include 
the multiphoton exchange of Fig. 2 with a pointlike target. The 
6
analysis of Chang and Me applies unchanged. Defining the 2-dimen­
sionel Fourier-Bessel tr~nsformation 
,-,>~ 
F (1,""» =- f d2k e. \ \ld) F Ck)
J ('Z.\\)A. 
one obtains the impact-parameter representation 
<'\tY\fr"" f,.., C 2 2.. ( ~X(b-b:1-~Xlb-h:) 
r I ~\.\);: lW"')..)./.)c\ b\d b'l. e ­
r r.- II':> j"":> -r ,,""> T'\ 1 (5. 12 )X L -.L l6\ l \).J - -L~ \.. b ') b z) J 
Here 1J. b) is the transform of the "potential" 
'> e'Z..V( Y,);:: - -=[1- ~. (5013)
- ~ --"'-")
and I(bl ,b2 ) and I (bl ,b2 ) a.re the transforms or the lepton loop5
factors of Fig.21a, with ~ector and axial-vector coupling, respect­
i vely. 
Applying charge conjugation to Fig 0 21a shows that the scalar 
loop is symmetric in kl and k2' while the pseudoscalar loop is 
antisymmetric. Therefore 
--":> ~ T"'l -":>
I ( \:', ) b2.) -= \""' ( t),,) b I ) ) 
-'> ~ -"-, -'> 
......, s( b \ ) b1.) = - Is ( ~Z.) b I) ) 
so that in Eq. (5.12) the coefficient of I must be even in 
'U b- bl )- x'(b-b2 ) and the coefficient of 15 must be odd. This is 
just Furry's theorem, which impl iea that 8..n even number of photons 
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are exchanged to produce a vector ZO, and an odd number to produce 
an a,xial-vector ZO 0 
Expanding the exponential in Eqo (5 0 12), the first term is 
given by 
-"'> -'),Current conservation for kl implies that I (0,k) can be evaluated5
from the loop ift Fig,,2·1b [see discussion,above Eqo (405)], and 
~-..,
similarly current conservation for k2 implies that I ( k, 0) can be5
evaluated from Fig 21C" The factors of ~ can then be combined o 
and (using ~+~'= 1) the contributions of Fig,,19 are reproduced" In 
other wordS, we have 
.. [I l--;;........ -I (~-c~ 1 

- l e S" 0 ,\(J - -s ") ) 
so that Eq. (5,,15) reproduces EQo (3,,2). 
More generally, we may a.ssume' that the ZO i nterac ts with the 
target with both vector and axial-vector couplings gv' and gAR" 
In the axial c~se we have 
- 1/ V Y I, (' I (5" 17)
...I.A.,\, 0 _ 0 b}.J..>.. :::: - A O.\}. I "VV'\. ) 
so that the t8rget helicity remains conserved" The eikonal picture 
is preserved under inclusion of multi_Zo exchange. The only modi­
fication is in the potential, which becomes 
(\l I I (2.) 
Vr~) -= e2. l'l"-,{A'O") {~-%AO,) «> (5018) 
- ~'l. ~'+M' 
Here the superscripts 1 and 2 denote the (-matrices for the photon 
and target, respectively. Note that outSide of the scalil'lg region 
o 2the Z -exchange effect is negligible due to the additioRal 11M " 
The effect of ZO-exchange on Delbruck scattering is just giveR by 
2 -'> - ... 
setting M = ° in I(bl ,b2 ). 
The ZO may well be expected to have signit'icaRt interactions 
with hadrons, just as its massless partner does" Rather than photon­
exchange then, we should consider more general Compton-type mecha""" 
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nisms. The eikonal picture may be useful here, and may be applied 
to other products of high energy photoproduct1on o 
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APPENDIX A. TRACES 

The traces used in Chapters 3 and 4 of the text are evaluated' 
here. They have the form 
\it =- \t- l(~+(+~J)~ blJ+~) 0+ c'9'J -j+l"lJ) Os-~J (A.I) 
T-\-i+r "" Tr ~+(0 +{4- "'f)'{,tl/l+"'11,,(,p-)('I+"'!I)y~-lI{+)f,+~1] (A.2) 
where k = kl+ k2, t= +,j and i,j = 1,2. From the discussion in 
the text we also have k+,kl+,ct = 0 and we em~loy.~he notation 
I 
w+::: - ~ ) 
~+ -4- w~:. l-~ I::::. f 0 
Repeated use of Eqs" (2010) of Part I will be made. 
Eqo (A.l) can be simplified by writing 
0'6" = ~ Co:. o.\.-- Q+ 0_ ) 1,2 J 
~l. == "\ 'Ci";b, • 
and it is easily shown that 
(A.S) 
In this notation we find 
\r l '(i o~oi 1 
Ti -4-f ::; T r [(.JJ +~+~)Yr (-~I\f_- vJ,~\ ~r~:(f0_- (YJ.:k):t+~J0;2 ~J.. (A 0 6 ) 
When f" + this becomes 
'tH-:=' - ¥ I T)"- l(VJ+f(+W\J. )Or (_~/y_-:lY+-~ ) \ lf2.J 
=- - If I { it Tv- (oJf·d-~/·t+W\.Q ) (+0;".J 
- -tt' Tv- l (-;f, n'mJ. )'1(0_to+ o;~ j} 
Now Y+ must dot into "(_, giving 
\i.H- -= - %,7~/€-iltWG. (A,,7) 
Putting f = j in Eq. (A.6) and expanding the first factor gives 
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+ f.t T~ lQ"-'O\ (-~,f~~Yi',,"(-rw--t) ..f-t-~)~2.°i 1 
r ->") -» . f-,'-r (-') -"'> -") ( -,>-') <' It. ,.«' -I",,' "\",1
+ T\- l(-\N to +')\11)OJ t¥ IJ_Q+ t"" ('w - \c. ),O+~)_ - ",,~y+~ )\l4-tt Il-J 'I:t.IJD. 
Again ~must dot into 1(, so that 
( \~-+~ = (~~ 'M.t) tt T.\-- ~-6', ~;t~1 
+ ~ r-rv-t.'f;-(- v:?'~~..t)(-rw").:t)·'i~'"l Y(,lO"j1 
+ ~I,v I (- w>. <;f +- 'M;)1'r(-ti,;;') ¥,tO{1 
=- (w~lml) (~/- ~) ~\r ttl~() J 
-\- \"r ~ (- Wor ~,7+ ~'W")~y~) ""'),~~o;l.0;1 I 
Commuting the 0i to the left in the last term and using f+~' = 1, 
we obtain 
T'-t3 = 4- ( \ ~~ cw">l"11f.;S +2~'W, f"S k~ ] -T'rCo;~.)~.r'%.t} ). (A.8) 
Finally, putting 
in Eqs. (Ao7) and (A.8) and dropping terms linear in w', we obtain 
\" l+-\- :: 4~ (-2Xf~/fitA:~q) ) (A.IO) 
~-\-S :::: 4~ l~! (~~/~ ~1)f~) -\-L~p' \<r E-~ \«..0..] 
-+- 4- ~ ~:r l (~'-~) X + \ 1 ?( ~ ~~'l. " (A. 11) 
Now we evaluate Eq .. (Ao2)" When f= + we obtain 
T+~","+ =- - 4-~~' T~ ((~+~-\--~ )1)I(~+'YV\~)'(+J 
_ \1o~~/L~f_~)""i (A.12) 
When t"" j in Eq" (A .. 2) we write it as 
'\+ ~.\- ~=- '\'r l"(+X: 0'-4- *l 1 
:: ~\\--L((+i, -X:'O+ ,)(o+{[{ -~iO+) ] "' 
2
where the last equality follows fromll"+ = O. In the present case 
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Eq. (A.13) involves combinations of the torm 
1'.tKo,Ib'- ~'(flt(+ = ~A~Qr~ + ~\S+AGf .. (A.14) 
The coetficient ot '1"_ c8.r.aeels, and 0"+ can also be dropped since it 
has nothing to dot into. We theretore have 
\-\-[-\oJ = 1\'r- [ ( ~Y; (-;liy+ n\.Q) - ~ I (-;i,¥-n1J) f, ) 
X f ~ l({ (-(~4-t))'h~l) +~(- (;t\i~).y:' ~~) ~') J 
where 
Finally, putting 
-") ~ (\,N=-w­ (A,,17) 
in Eqs. (A o 12) ~nd (A.15) and dropping terms linear in Wi, we obtain 
T+~~+ ~ - \to~f '( ~L~) ~ ~r ) 
( , -~'l.. 
\+t-ri -::: ~ \. \.(\-2~~()WZ.+ 1'v\/-'X(\-X)\< J<fri 
(A.19) 
-\- 4-ff 'x(\-X)R~\<~ -l~f '(f'-~)?( Rl ~} • 
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APPENDIX B. NUMERICAL DETjILS 
This appendix 	gives a brief description of the numerical eval­
uation of the 	fA' (r) given in Eqs. (4.27) to (4.31)0 T'he integrand 
",..f..... Tdiverges when 1(1,1(2 or the argument of the logarithm vanishes. he 
logarithm will be discussed first Since it is the easiest to handle. 
The logarithmic divergence at d = il is cancelled in II and 12 
by the 1- ~2, and in the case of I we show below that the integral
o _"> 
can be done analytic~lly because of the simple R dependence. With 
1C along the l-Ii'lxis and calling the angle between 1? and k\ 4>, as in 
Fig. 25" we can factor the argument of the logarithm as follows~, 
( B .. l) 
where 
o{:!:::' c) ± (( (B .. 2) 
&' = 1C (iC'- 21(', cos 4)
\+'1(' (B.3 ) 
Y -= f I - <f\ (\ - +1(,2 1 \ h 
(1-l-}('2-)( 1- d') '2. 
:= l 1+ 0 \ (\ - 4 (k"?- k~ )"1. llh. 	 (B 4 ) 0 
(l-t- 1(2.) (I + 6)'2. ) 
and we use the notation r = ~I for the transverse vectors.. The 
divergence problems at d. = -~ can be simply eliminated by 'writing 
the logarithm as a sum and subtracting, from the coefficient of 
each log, the coefficient evaluated at the respective divergent 
point. At the same time the two terms can be added on with the 
logari thm integrated analytically.
-....The ~l integral is simplified by two properties of the inte-' 
grFlnd'i It is even in ~ And symmetric in tS. and'1f;.. Therefore, in 
the transverse-momentum plane shown in Fig. 25 we need only inte­
grate above the I-axis FInd to the left of the line ~l :7(2' in the 
shaded region of Fig .. 25, and at the same time dropping the t in 
Eqs. (4.29) to (4.31). The point ~2 = 0 is thereby avoided and we 
~ 
need only worry about the divergence at Kl = O. [The variable 
...... , __:t! + j,_-l>1c~ Al 2 may seem more convenient, since the integrand is even 
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-">in ~', but the point Kl = 0 is numerically easier to handle if the 
origin is chosen there.] 
As1C ..... 0 we have 
which is logarithmically divergent at the lower limit due to the 
assumption I( ')') M/w, as discussed ia the text" Examining the 
integrand in more detail, we can see from Eq" (4032 ) that when k 
, -e"> 
is small R ..... -\' independent of 0(" Then the integrand of II is 
odd in ~ and therefore integrates to zero. The" integrand of 12 
-'lo ....... 	 -'.> -"if 2
has the factor R"e R·e ~ [cos~ + isinf] , so f2 vanishes by the 
angular integration when 	 1C -P 0" So we verify angular momentum 
2 ~ 
conservation and f'.-v In(1(' ). Evaluating f 9 for small values of ?C 
o 0 
is much Simplified by the fact that the 0( integration can be per­
formed 	analytically. 
Fpctoring the logarithm as in Eqo (Bol), we have 
(-'». ....." ~\ -'> -'lI o "I) 1cz) - -CJ (0) 'h:) 
::::: _~'cld.(\~o(Z)[(~'l-\,\c(+~~\ -\. .Q.~\J~cL\.\- i:rttGl{o{+cf}"-G"']) 
-(1<I=O)]j 	 (B"S) 
where We have dropped the k as mentioned above. The integral of the 
logarithms can eventually be written as 
!'"t:> {' ->:> -"I- -,....., -~ --"> 
\'\,e l Io (~I.) )(1) - la (0 )")() 
\ ~ (\:~l)l... ((\-xZ)(1Ccos4- K\) - £./(I /(lS\~'l.¢1+ 1- J.~ [~'-i(')t.z..J 
------------<, <"----------­
In evaluating the imaginary part it is convenient to write ~(x) = 
1- &( -x), and letting 0{ I .. ol+ 0, we have 
...l'Yo\ ~::La(1t, )~l.) - To(6~ )(l) 1 
'+d " I 
'= -if ~ do('1'\ -\- (ol~O'yl.l @lY-oll.) - ()(,,= 0) (B.7)I 
- (,- 0) 
In the second term (')(1 • 0) we have '(= I-d = 1!-X2 <. 1+ d 0 So we 
just replAce the upper limit by l-! and drop the '-function. The 
first term vAnishes unless ''(2) 0 and since 6 ';> 0 in the shaded 
region of Fig. 25 we have in this case .;.( I-d) <. -¥ <: l( <. 1+" so that 
Eq. (B.7) becomes 
Tm lT o C)(,,17z) - To (0\ )(') J 
'0 I I(I-\-x:l.) 

::: -'1\) G('"Ot) )oltl'l\+(J'-c))1.) - \' d.,eL\-\-(J.~ \:~l.)'lJ}
l -)( _\(O+'lt1.) 
-')Now consider the X1 integral for f~" It is clear from Eq" ; i, 
(4.29) that as 1(1 ~ 0 
TQ<:lC~)1i~)_ ToCo'>,-i'») '" 2klc,cos1 COC') +- O(')(~)) (B.9) 
so the angular integral should vanish near the origin of Fig" 10. 
However, the numerical error in the ¢ integral is multiplied by 
2l/~. In order to make the integrand vanish explicitly near the 
origin, we can divide the integral into 1t'1 < 1tf2 and -Xl > 1(/2, and 
write 
+ 
II (B.IO) 
-"iT C(1C1.) ..e. "V\ (~f 4- ) (Boll) 
and taking Kl ~ 0 in Eqs. (B.6) and (Bo8) eventually gives 
(Bo 12) 
The integrand of the second term in Eqo (Bo 10) vanishes as Xl ~ O. 
In the last term [1(1). It/2] the angular integral starts at 
J... C -'( l</~)0/",,1 .. ":: oS )(\) 
and we let 
• (B. 14) 
We integrate x from 0 to 1 by Simpson's rule with equally spaced 
points, choosing the variable eM for.each value of)( to equa.lize 
the ')("1 integral on ei ther side of x =!. For)(l'::' ~2 we have 
(B.15) 
Double precision was employed in order to effect the necessary 
cancellations for small X, with well-determined results well into 
the logarithmic region as shown in Fig.21. 
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CHAPTER 1. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
In Part II of this thesis we applied the ...method of cluster 
decomposition, well known in statistical mechanics, to the calcu­
lation of the electromagnetic form factor of the proton in a renor­
malizable neutral pseudoscalar field theory. In particular, the 
set of so-called uncrossed "rainbow" diagrams was analysed in the 
2limit of spacelike momentum transfer squared, q , much larger than 
2 2the pion or proton mass squared,.r or M. In this limit the Dirac 
form factor behaves as 
~ ('\,.) = B (8~ iY""~, M'/...') t. - 'l.'/-'J - A(~'") 
where g is the iPp coupling constant and m is an arbitrary scale 
factor. The f~notions A and B are Shown to arise in momentum space 
from "volume" and "surface" effects, respectively. They are given 
2 
as power series in g. The first two terms in A are calculated 
explicitly, giving 
'2. "l.) r (t '2..) ~A -::. (~ 13ZT\ + :;;,/~ ~/32.1T +"." 
The cluster decomposition provides a physical interpretation of 
the successive coefficients in the expansion of A, the power with 
Which the form factor falls. The first term arises from totally 
uncorrelated moment,um-space configurations; the second term arises 
when any two virtual pions have correlated momenta, and so on. 
Judging from the fir~t two terms, we expect all possible correlations 
to be important in hadronic systems. This indicates the need for a 
totally new approach to the strong interactions. 
oIn Part III we studied the photoproduction of the so-called jqz If) 
conjectured in certain theories of the weak interactions) in the limit 
of incident photon energy much larger than the ZO mass or the momen~ 
tum transfer to the target. The inoident photon creates a lepton­
antilepton pair which exchange photons with the target before com= 
bining to form the Zoo The ZO generally has both charge conjugation 
+1 and -1, so we study both one- and two-photon exchange. The latter 
97 
is essentially a generalization of Delbruck,.scattering. The amp­
litudes are complex due to the leptonic decay of the zoo If the 
unknown couplinga. are not much. bigger than the ..electric charge, 
then. our quantitative results are extremely small due to the large 
Zo mess, even in the limit of infinite energy. We also sum all 
photon-and Z~..exchange contributions, obtaining a well-known 
form for the amplitude which meri~ further study in the context of 
photoproduction. This is the eikonal form, given
, 
by 
Here 'YYl is the photoproduction ampli tude as. a function of impact 
parameter "'S', X. is the Bessel transform of a "potential" consisting 
of a term from single photon exchange plus a term from single ZO 
exchange, and ..I and I .describe the distribution of lepton pairs in.5
charge conjugation -1 and +1 states, respectively, as a function of 
...bltheir individual impact parameters, and 
~ b20 
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CHAPrER 2. POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS 
A number of questions arise directly from the results of this 
thesis. Here we simply list some of the more straightforward direc­
tions for research. 
As mentioned .. in Part II, the rapid damping of the elastic form 
factor with increased momentum-transfer is due to the increasing 
probability that the proton will break uP. Then the emitted pions 
are not reabsorbed, and it 1s natural to study the inelastic form 
factors associated..with the process in which any number of pions 
are emitted. The associated correlations become measurable, and one 
may study their effects, for example on the behavior in the so-called 
"Bjorken scaling region". 
A second obvious problem is to repeat the work of Part II for 
the case of the Pauli form factor. It may be that the empirical 
2
scaling law, q F2/Fl ~ constant, could be understood as asymptotic 
"volume-independence" in momentum space. 
In Part I~I we mentioned that ZO photoproduction leads to an 
asymmetry in pair production in the Same order of ~ ac the Bethe­
Heitler process. A close numerical study including the form factors 
is needed to determine the experimental effect. 
If the ZO couples to hadrons, then photon-exchange will presum­
ably· not be the dominant production mechanism. However, the eikonal 
picture may still be valid. One might also examine the applicabiltity 
of these results to diffractive hadronic processes like l' photo­
production. 
Finally, we should emphasize that the large-momentum behavior of 
elementary processes is still a very open field. For example, it is 
known quite generally that Fermi's theory of weak interactions must 
break down at some point, and so far there is no compelling replace­
ment. The strong interactions are full of surprises already at pres­
ent energies, as for example the large ep inelastiC, e+e - annih i­
lation, and pp cross sections. Also, our knowledge of even conven­
tionally renormalizable quantum field theories is far from complete, 
as demonstrated by the recently discovered Weinberg-Salam theories. 
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Figure 1 General photon-exchange processes. 
Figure 2 Electron-nucleus inelastic scattering o 
Figure 3 The Primakoff effect 
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Figure 4 	 The general ifp ".rainbow" diagram studied here. Only 
the Dirac form factor is extracted. 
Figure 5 A typical diagram. one must add to that of 	Figure 4 in 

2 2 2

order to ensure gauge invariance for any p ,pi and q • 
Figure 6 The finite contribution in O{g2 ). 
2 2
Figure 7 Behavior in the region Jtl '>'> 11. 
Figure 8 The finite oontribution in O{g2)o 
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2 2
Figure 9 Behavior in the region ~2 >~ ~1 0 
2 2
Figure 10 Behavior in the region WI '>')- S, " 
2 2
Figure 11 Behavior in the region ~3 » !2 • 
2 2
Figure 12 Behavior in the region ~2 »!1 " 
Figure 13 Behavior in the region !12 » ~ 2 " 
Figure 14 Typical subtraction term. 
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Figure 15 A related model of the inelastic process. The rainbow 
2 1 2f orm factor is generally not gauge invariant when p. ~ p 0 
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oFigure 16 The general Z photoproduction process. 
Figure 17 Multiphoton exchange contributions to Figure 16. 
Figure 18 The center-of-mass frame. 
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Figure 19 One-photon exchange. 
Figure 20 On-she111epton pair in one-photon exchange. 
Figure 21 Two-photon exchangeo 
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Figure 22 	 Momentum transfer dependence of helicity-conserved two­
photon exchange. The imaginary part of the amplitude
, 
comes from 	the real part of f • 
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Figure 23 On-shell lepton pairs in two-photon exohange. 
Figure 24 Contributions to pair production. 
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Figure 25 The transverse-momentum plane. 
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